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Abstract

Recently, an extensive amount of genomic data has been collected for grape-
vine (Vitis vinifera), culminating with the complete sequencing of the genome
(August 2007) of a highly homozygous lineage of Pinot Noir (PN40024). My
group have focused its research on this cultivar of Pinot with the multiple
goals of genome assembly, gene identification and annotation, transcriptome
analysis and identification of polymorphisms. Genomic projects heavily de-
pend on genome annotations and are limited by the current deficiencies in
the published predictions of gene structure and function. For this reason
an improved annotation will allow better data mining of the grape genome,
and more correct planning and design of next experiments. Moreover in the
genomics era, many of the experiments useful to confirm the identification of
gene and their function can be achieved using high-throughput methods: for
example, whole genome sequencing and massive parallel transcriptome ana-
lysis obtained by means of second generation sequencers (SOLiD, Applied
Biosystem; Solexa, Illumina; 454, Roche). In addition, these methodologies
are suitable for re-sequencing strategies in order to identify variations (poly-
morphisms) that could explain differences in phenotype. During my PhD,
I was involved in the sequencing project of Vitis vinifera genome to gain a
2 X coverage of genome sequence via traditional Sanger method. In a second
moment, with the introduction of a “new generation sequencer” (SOLiDTM,
Applied Biosystem) in my lab, I was able to perform a new kind of DNA
sequence analysis (through sequencing by ligation system) which produces
a larger amount of data (Giga bases per run) in comparison with Sanger
method. I have applied this new technology in testing the sequencing effi-
ciency and in discovering polymorphisms in Vitis vinifera cultivars of Merlot
and Prosecco. The sequencing of the homozygous lineage of Pinot noir has
been achieved through a “whole-genome-shotgun” (WGS) approach. It im-
plies the shearing of DNA in random fragments, the cloning in a vector, and
at the end the sequencing of the cloned insert. Out of three tested ampli-
fication methods (PCR, Tepli 29 kit and Millipore mini- preparation), the
miniprep was used for the majority of the template since it produces very
reliable results in terms of reproducibility and template quality. The ampli-
fication process is a necessary step in Sanger sequencing to read the signal
on automatic capillary electrophoresis machines. The data output (“reads”)
are given by electropherograms, 900-1000bp long, collected by a software.
The amount of coverage for grape was 12 X, that means that the consortium
produced 480 Mb (genome size) 12 times: 5.7 Gb. My lab contributed with
a 2 folds genome coverage. A draft genome sequence has been obtain in Au-
gust and led to the publication of a paper in Nature: “The grapevine genome
sequence suggests ancestral hexaploidization in major angiosperm phyla.”



[Nature, 499, 463-468 (2007)]. The availability of the SOLiD technology
in my lab have allowed a specific study on the discovery of polymorphisms
through re-sequencing of Merlot and Prosecco cultivars. The sequencing of
grape genome has been performed on a particular homozygous lineage in or-
der to have a determined reference sequence. Pinot Noir in nature is highly
polymorphic with two clearly distinguishable haplotypes revealing millions
of SNPs. This represent a powerful resource for molecular breeding programs
and QTL markers association studies. In fact, once the initial sequence for
a particular genome is available, it is then possible to perform compara-
tive sequencing or re-sequencing to identify polymorphisms, mutations, and
structural variations between organisms. Whole genome re-sequencing re-
quires a highly parallel system to provide the depth of coverage required for
variant detection. Library preparation is also critical as the complexity and
time involved are multiplied when analyzing multiple genomes.

The choice of these two particular cultivars resides in several aspects:

1. availability of source samples (supplied by prof. F. Lo Schiavo and
prof C. Bonghi - University of Padua);

2. different growth conditions;

3. autochthonous cultivar origins (Merlot is cultivated in Monselice and
comes from a French clone, while Prosecco is a real Veneto-grape);

4. sparse of genomic information on these two specific cultivars.

Assuming these information, mate pairs libraries were created for the
two examined cultivars in order to possibly evaluate polymorphisms pres-
ence within the two cultivated varietas. These libraries were used in a stan-
dard sequencing run on SOLiDTM3. On the average, 7 Gb of sequences have
been produced for Merlot and Prosecco and about 1.2 million SNPs and 2.2
million SNPs were identified respectively through bioinformatics analysis.
These large amount of data produced will be analyzed to obtain further in-
formation. Variations in sequence will be tested via PCR of random sampled
polymorphic sites to confirm bioinformatics suggestions. Moreover, analysis
of specific gene sets will be useful in investigating differences within gene
family or between families. All variations are going to be mapped in the
Vitis vinifera GBrowse as SNPs Merlot and SNPs Prosecco entries. Each
entry shows the modified base, the modified codon and the possibly modified
amino acid. The last part of the research investigates structural variations
(SVs). Preliminary results have been observed, indicating some interesting
zones to be better understood. The limit of bioinformatics analyses is the
“low” coverage obtained taking into account only the right (mates mapped
with the right distance and orientation against the reference genome) posi-
tioned pairs of the mate-pairs library. The large amount of produced data
offers the possibility to investigated several aspects of genes relationship and
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regulatory mechanisms. In particular, a more accurate analysis of rearrange-
ments in coding regions will be conducted to verify the nucleotide diversity
and the mutation rate among cultivars.
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Sommario

La quantità di dati genomici (ESTs, geni, proteine) disponibili per la
vite (Vitis vinifera) è, ad oggi, molto ampia. Il risultato più importaante lo
si è raggiunto nell’agosto del 2007 con il sequenziamento dell’intero genoma
di una linea altamente omozigote, ed appositamente creata, di Pinot Noir
(PN40024). Il mio gruppo ha incentrato la sua ricerca su questa cultivar
di Pinot con l’intento di completare l’ assemblaggio del genoma, di identifi-
care i geni e annotarli (cioè di descriverne la composizione), di studiarne il
trascrittoma e infine di identificare i polimorfismi. I progetti di genomica di-
pendono fortemente dall’ annotazione e sono vincolati da eventuali carenze
nelle predizioni sulla struttura e sulla funzione genica. Per questo motivo,
un miglioramento nella fase di annotazione si riflette in una più precisa de-
scrizione dei dati ottenuti dal sequenziamento del genoma e una conseguente
pianificazione degli esperimenti più corretta. Inoltre, nell’era della genomica
e grazie a dei metodi high-throughput, possono essere sviluppati in paral-
lelo degli esperimenti di identificazione genica e/o tesi a descriverne la loro
funzione con un output molto elevato: il sequenziamento di interi genomi o
l’analisi del trascrittoma possono venir ottenuti grazie a singoli esperimen-
ti con sequenziatori di seconda generazione (SOLiD (Applied Biosystems)
Solexa (Illumina) e 454 (Roche)). Queste metodologie sono adatte per le
strategie di ri-sequenziamento di interi genomi, con l’intento di identificare
varianti (polimorfismi) genotipiche che potrebbero spiegare le differenze a
livello del fenotipo. Durante il mio dottorato, sono stata inizialmente coin-
volta nel progetto di sequenziamento del genoma di Vitis vinifera intrapreso
da un Consorzio europeo (I.G.G.P.) con l’intento di sequenziare il genoma
in modo che ogni base fosse rappresentata 12 volte (12 X coverage per base).
Il mio gruppo ha partecipato al progetto di sequenziamento per una quo-
ta di 2 genomi equivalenti attraverso l’approccio Sanger. La disponibilità
della sequenza genomica di vite potrebbe aiutare i ricercatori a comprende-
re meglio alcuni caratteri comuni ad altre piante da frutto. In particolare,
considerando l’alto tasso di eterozigosità delle varie cultivar di Vitis, le dif-
ferenze tra le varietà dovrebbero scaturire dalla valutazione dei polimorfismi
condivisi e quelli specifici per la singola cultivar. In un secondo momento,
con l’introduzione di un sequenziatore di nuova generazione (SOLiDTM, Ap-
plied Biosystems che sfrutta il sistema di “sequenziamento per ligazione”)
nel mio laboratorio, ho avuto l’opportunità di applicare questa nuova tec-
nologia nell’identificazione di polimorfismi in due cultivar di Vitis vinifera:
Merlot e Prosecco. L’obiettivo del progetto era quello di avere il maggior
numero possibile di marcatori al fine di disegnare eventualmente una mappa
genetica per la singola cultivar. E’ ben noto che la disponibilità di marcatori
genetici offre la possibilità di idagare i genotipi e valutare le differenze tra



le specie o le sottospecie. Le mappe genetiche consentono di facilitare le
tecniche di allevamento delle piante (breeding) e la ricerca genomica, indivi-
duando gli alleli migliori associati a caratteri “positivi” o alleli che portano,
ad esempio, alla suscettibilità rispetto ad alcuni patogeni o a determinate
condizioni ambientali. Il sequenziamento della linea omozigote di Pinot nero
è stato ottenuto attraverso un approccio “Whole genome shotgun” (WGS)
che implica la frammentazione casuale del DNA, il clonaggio in un vettore,
l’amplificazione e il successivo sequenziamento dell’inserto clonato. Dei tre
metodi testati per l’amplificazione (PCR, Tepli 29 kit Millipore e mini-prep),
la miniprep è stata scelta per amplificare la maggior parte dei templati. Que-
sto perchè durante lo svolgimento di questa ricerca la tecnica della mini-prep
ha prodotto dei risultati molto affidabili sia in termini di riproducibilità che
di qualità dell’inserto. Il processo di amplificazione è un passo necessario
per il sequenziamento Sanger. I dati (reads) sono prodotti sottoforma di
elettroferogrammi, lunghi tra le 900 e le 1000 bp, che sono successivamente
raccolti da un software. E’ stato sequenziato un totale di 12 X coverage del
genoma, che corrisponde a circa 5,7 Gb di sequenza.

Un primo consensus del genoma della vite corrispondente all’ 8,4 X co-
verage è stato ottenuto nell’agosto del 2007 e un articolo è stato pubblicato
su Nature: “The grapevine genome sequence suggests ancestral hexaploi-
dization in major angiosperm phyla.” [Nature, 499, 463-468 (2007)]. La
disponibilità della piattaforma SOLiD (Applied Biosystems) nel mio labo-
ratorio, mi ha permesso di condurre un esperimento sull’identificazione dei
polimorfismi attraverso il re-sequencing delle cultivar di Merlot e Prosecco.
Il sequenziamento Sanger del Pinot nero è stato effettuato su un ceppo omo-
zigote in modo da avere una precisa sequenza di riferimento priva (< 3%)
di siti in eterozigosi. Il Pinot nero in natura è altamente polimorfico, con
due aplotipi ben distinguibili che rivelano milioni di SNP. Questo aspetto
della vite rappresenta una potente risorsa per i programmi di miglioramento
genetico e molecolare. Una volta che la sequenza di una particolare specie
è disponibile, è possibile poi eseguire degli esperimenti di sequenziamento
comparativo o ri-sequenziamento di altri genomi correlati per identificare
polimorfismi, mutazioni e variazioni strutturali. Questo tipo di studi, però,
necessita della disponibilità di una reference (un genoma a cui fare riferi-
mento) ed un sistema ad alta processività che fornisca la copertura (numero
di reads per base) necessaria per il rilevamento di una variante. Un altro
punto critico del re-sequencing è la preparazione delle librerie di DNA che è
molto complessa e impegna tanto tempo considerando l’analisi multipla dei
genomi da confrontare. Per questi motivi l’uso dei sequenziatori di nuova
generazione è innovativo: gli esperimenti di re-sequencing sono eseguiti in
parallelo su diversi genomi con un notevole rispormio di tempo.

La scelta di queste due cultivar in particolare è dovuta a diversi aspetti:

1. la disponibilità di campioni (fornito dalla prof F. Lo Schiavo e dal prof
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C. Bonghi - Università degli Studi di Padova);

2. le diverse condizioni di crescita;

3. l’origine autoctona delle cultivar (il Merlot proviene da una coltiva-
zione in campo nei pressi di Monselice e deriva da un clone francese,
mentre il Prosecco è un vero e proprio vitigno veneto);

4. l’esiguità di informazioni genomiche su queste due specifiche cultivar.

Considerando tutti questi aspetti, due librerie mate-pairs sono state crea-
te, una per ogni cultivar a cui è seguita una corsa di sequenziamento standard
sulla piatttaforma SOLiDTM 3. Successivamente i dati prodotti sono stati
analizzati per l’identificazione di eventuali polimorfismi. Sono state prodot-
te per il Merlot 8,4 Gb di sequenza genomica, mentre per il Prosecco 6,8 Gb.
Grazie all’uso di un software specifico di allinemento di short reads, circa
1,2 milioni di SNP e 2,2 milioni di SNP sono stati identificati rispettivamen-
te. Ulteriori studi sono necessari per approfondire questa prima analisi dei
dati. Le varianti individuate saranno inoltre testate mediante una PCR di
pool di SNP casuali per confermare le analisi bioinformatiche. L’analisi di
specifici set di geni sarà utile per indagare le differenze all’interno di una
famiglia genica o tra famiglie. Tutte le variazioni sono state mappate nel
GBrowse della vite come SNP di Merlot e SNP di Prosecco. Ciascuna evi-
denza indica il cambiamento di base, il codone che nel caso viene modificato
e l’amminoacido che eventualmente cambia. Durante questo studio ho cer-
cato di identificare anche le variazioni strutturali (SVs). Sono stati ottenuti
dei risultati preliminari che portano all’identificazione di alcune “aree” di
particolare interesse, soprattutto per quel che riguarda le delezioni definite
large. Il limite delle analisi bioinformatiche per il rilevamento delle diffe-
renze è spesso dovuto ad una bassa copertura del genoma. In questo caso,
prendendo in considerazione solo le coppie corrette della libreria mate-pairs,
cioè quelle coppie con corretto orientamento reciproco e che mappano ad una
giusta distanza nel genoma di riferimento, si è ottenuta una buona copertura
fisica (50 X per il Merlot e 141 X per il Prosecco) e una bassa copertura di
sequenza (1,5 X Merlot e 3,5 X Prosecco). Quest’ultimo dato, in ogni caso,
se preso in considerazione assieme al coverage fisico, fornisce alcune impor-
tanti indicazioni sui riarrangiamenti genomici. Si può quindi affermare che,
la grande quantità di dati prodotti dai sequenziatori di nuova generazione
offre la possibilità di studiare in parallelo diversi aspetti che riguardano le
relazioni tra i geni e i meccanismi che regolano le loro funzioni. Il problema
sorge nell’analisi ed interpretazione corretta dei dati stessi; infatti, una pia-
nificazione della ricerca non corretta potrebbe portare ad un grosso spreco
di risultati. Per quanto riguarda questo specifico studio, è neccessaria un’a-
nalisi più accurata dei riarrangiamenti nelle regioni codificanti per verificare
la diversità nucleotidica e il tasso di mutazione tra le cultivar.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The sequencing of grape (Vitis vinifera L.) genome [1] is one of the most
important goals in plant genomics, not only from a biological-agricultural,
but also from an economical point of view. Grape is, in fact, the first
crop fruit to be sequenced and the most widely cultivated one in the world.
Therefore, the knowledge of its genome could help researchers to better
understand peculiar species-specific characters, as well as features that are
common to fruit plants. To achieve this target, the IGGP (International
Grape Genome Program) promotes collaborations among European groups;
our group is part of a French-Italian consortium and it had the task of
sequencing of 2 genome equivalents (on a total amount of 12 X coverage).
In order to have a complete analysis of grapevine genomic sequences, the
IGGP project also includes: markers discovery and mapping, BAC libraries
construction, the build of physical maps, ESTs and transcriptional profiling,
functional analysis, and bioinformatics. The recent availability of genomes
of other important species (Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa, Medicago
truncatula, Lycopersicon esculentum and Populus trichocarpa), in addition
to the relatively small size (480 Mb) of the grape genome, will lead to the
real prospect of making sense of these data in a reasonable amount of time.

My group has focused its research on the sequenced cultivar of Pinot Noir
with the multiple goals of genome assembly, gene identification and annota-
tion, transcriptome analysis and identification of polymorphisms. Genomic
projects heavily depend on genome annotations and are limited by the cur-
rent deficiencies in the published predictions of gene structure and function.
For this reason an improved annotation will allow better data mining of
the grape genome, and more correct planning and design of future exper-
iments. Moreover in the genomics era, many of the experiments useful to
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confirm the identification of gene and their function (mutant phenotypes, ex-
amination of expression profiles, confirmation through biochemical assays)
can be achieved using high-throughput methods: for example, whole genome
sequencing and massive parallel transcriptome analysis obtained by means of
second generation sequencers (SOLiD, Applied Biosystem; Solexa, Illumina;
454, Roche). In addition, these methodologies are suitable for re-sequencing
strategies in order to identify variations (polymorphisms) that could explain
differences in phenotype.

1.1 Vitis vinifera

Grape is the world’s most economically important crop fruit, but it also
has ancient historical connections with the development of human culture:
the first appearance of Vitis vinifera (L.) has been dated between 60 to 70
million years ago [2].

Cultivated grapes were domesticated from the wild V.vinifera subsp.
sylvetris, which have been found widely in the Northern Hemisphere. The
wild grapevine is a heliophilous liana growing generally along river banks and
in alluvial and colluvial deciduous and semi-deciduous forest. It was yielded
by early farmers both for nutritional and therapeutic properties; the first
written can be found in an ancient Sumerian text from the third millennium
BCE (“A carnelian tree was in fruit, hung with bunches of grapes, lovely
to look on” - Epic of Gilgamesh). There are several evidences of grape
cultivation in all the major ancient cultures from Egyptian to Etruscan,
Greeks and Roman (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Winemaking in ancient Egypt.
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Vitis vinifera was firstly domesticated and then methods of harvesting
and wine making were optimized to obtain a beverage which was considered
divine, “a drink of the gods”: even Dionysus and Bacchus were dedicated
to this beverage.

Between the fifth and tenth centuries, viticulture was sustained almost
exclusively by religious orders in monasteries extending the grape growing
and planting new vineyards. During the Middle Age and Renaissance, viti-
culture and its related economic activity knew different development, due to
specific culture events. The expansion of Islam in European regions caused
its decline, whereas population concentration in towns increased investments
in wine production. In the Modern Age, traditional culturing techniques
have been replaced by scientific methods based on microbiology, chemistry
and ampelograpy due to social and economic changes. The main product,
wine, drives the global market to the production of a selected number of
these cultivars which are generally classified according to their final usage:
wine grapes, table grapes and raisins.

The grapevine belongs to the botanical family Vitaceae, which consists
of almost one thousand species, grouped into 17 genera and even used as
ornamentals in gardens (Parthenocissus quinquefolia and P. tricuspidata).
The genus Vitis consists of about 60 inter-fertile species and, among them,
V.vinifera is currently present in two forms: V.vinifera subs. sylvestris (the
wild one) and the cultivated V.vinfera subps. vinifera (or sativa). This
separation is historically due to morphological differences [3] which have
brought the mostly cultivation of the subspecies sativa with the resulting
origin of thousands of different cultivars [4]. Belonging to the cultivated
species of Vitaceae, Muscadinia rotundifolia has to be taken into account; it
is one of the three species of the genus Muscadinia (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Taxonomy of genus Vitis.
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In relation to the karyotype, the genus Vitis has 38 chromosomes that
form 19 bivalents at meiosis (2n=2x=38), while the other Vitaceae gen-
era have multiples of 10 chromosomes [5]. During the domestication, the
biology of grape underwent numerous significant changes to ensure greater
content for better fermentation, greater yield and more regular production.
Without doubt, the changes in berry shape and the transformation from
dioecious wild plants to hermaphrodite cultivated plants were crucial. The
domestication process could have involved several independent events and
a low number of sexual generations, including spontaneous cross hybridiza-
tions with wild populations [6] or it could be happened quickly through
mutations, selection and subsequent propagation by vegetative multiplica-
tion. According with these characteristics, the grapevine genome is highly
polymorphic.

Cytological observations of F1 hybrids between Vitis vinifera and Mus-
cadinia rotundifolia (2n = 40), suggested an allopolyploid origin of the Vitis
genome [7]. Jaillon et al. (2007) [1] proposed that the grapevine genome
was closer to the common ancestor of dicotyledonous plants and their ana-
lysis suggested that all dicots arose from a hexaploid ancestor (three hap-
loid genome equivalents). The lack of recent whole genome duplications in
grapevine let to assign differences within each subfamily either to an ances-
tral polyploidization event predating the divergence of those three species
or to later duplication events within each lineage.

The grape ancestor, more similar to the modern wild variety, diverges
from current cultivars in numerous traits. The genetic relationship between
the wild and the cultivated forms could enable the identification of regions of
the genome that have undergone a strong selection during the domestication
process, and thus identify genes controlling such traits. However, only one
example of a direct relationship between a wild and cultivated individual
has been published [8], suggesting the absence of gene flux between wild
and cultivated compartments. Thanks to researchers, wild individuals have
been identified among Europe, even if it’s hard to check they have never un-
dergone cultivation or they are hybrids between wild and cultivated forms.
Therefore, more accurate information on the geographical and genetic ori-
gins of the genotypes is needed, together with the study of haplotypes.

1.2 Vitis vinifera genome

The sequencing of grape genome was performed on the quasi-homozygous
genotype PN40024 (Pinot noir), created by INRA in Colmar [9] to obtain
a 12 genome equivalents. A Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) approach was
employed with different plasmid libraries (size range 3-10 kb). A HindIII
BAC library of 70,656 clones (80 kb) and a fosmid library (40 kb) were
sequenced to obtain 3’ends used in the assembly to join contigs into scaffolds.
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Library
type

Insert size Reads
(millions of bp)

Coverage

Plasmid
3kb 3.04 4.6 x

(high copy number)

Plasmid
10 kb 2.07 3.6 x

(low copy number)

Fosmids 40 kb 0.03 0.04 x

BACs 100 kb 0.1 0.16 x

total 6.23 8.4 x

Table 1.1: Sequencing overview.

The assembly have produced a golden path of the genome of about 480
Mb in length, three times higher than Arabidopsis (125 Mb)[10], but relative
small if compared to maize (2,8 Gb)[11]. The knowledge of genome sequence
will lead to transfer molecular mechanisms regulating agronomic characters
to grape and makes possible the characterization of germoplasm present in
worldwide collections.

Once the reads were produced (August 2007), a draft genome of Vitis
vinifera was created (assembly 8.4 X coverage: April 2008, (Table 1.1)).
Scaffolds were positioned along the physical map of the chromosomes cre-
ating a “golden path” or consensus. The assembly is a crucial computa-
tional step, because many genomes contain large numbers of repeats present
in different locations (about 40% of the grape genome is made of repeti-
tive/transposable elements). According to the 8 X prediction [1], the 19
chromosomes contain about 30,000 protein-coding genes. The prediction on
the 12 X assembly is still in progress and will be completed in a few months.

With the holding of genomic information, it is possible to ameliorate cul-
tivation conditions to cope climate changes, the emergence of new diseases,
environmental protection imperatives and consumer behavior. In addition,
functional genomics approaches find homologous genes and reveal protein
interactions, detecting alleles implicated in specific mechanisms. Informa-
tion about genes and their relationship is necessary to understand biologi-
cal qualities as aromatic compounds (synthesis of anthocyanins, flavonoids,
polyphenols and other secondary metabolites), which have related rules in
phenotypic appreciable traits and wine taste. On the other side, functional
genomics is applied to investigate growth and maturation steps as berry
quality, biology of reproduction, resistance to pathogens and growth condi-
tions in relation to environment. In particular, the sequencing will make
possible to obtain a great number of markers of the physiological state
of the plant in the vineyard, in order to develop tools for a more precise
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viticulture which is more sustainable and of high quality. To date, new
high-throughput sequencing technologies generate greater amounts of DNA
sequence quicker and cheaper in comparison with standard Sanger sequen-
cing. So, numerous studies are undergoing to better explain and understand
genes and their function. In particular, targets for genome re-sequencing of
grape might be: identification of nucleotide variation (SNPs) between the
reference and other cultivars, profiling copy number variation (CNV), iden-
tification of unique sequences into each varietas and the generation of de
novo assembly of analyzed cultivars. These data collection could be applied
in phenotypic observation studies providing researchers the genetic basis of
specific traits.

1.3 Pinot, Merlot and Prosecco:
a brief description

1.3.1 Pinot noir

Figure 1.3: Pinot noir grape.

Pinot noir is a red wine grape vari-
ety (Figure 1.3). The name comes
from the French words for “pine”
and “black” referring to the clus-
tered dark purple pine cone-shape.
Pinot noir grapes are grown in the
cooler regions around the world, but
the Burgundy region of France is
the most interested region. It pro-
duces some of the finest wines in the
world, but is a difficult variety to
cultivate. It is sensitive to light exposure; it has low yields; it relies on soil
types and pruning techniques. The particularly thin skin makes it extremely
susceptible to fungal diseases. In the broadest terms, the wine tends to be of
light to medium body with an aroma reminiscent of black cherry, raspberry
or currant. Pinot noir is an ancient variety that may be only one or two gen-
erations separated from wild vines and it has been proposed to be a cross
between Pinot meunier and P.traminer [12]. Pinot meunier is a chimera,
indeed; it has a mutation in epidermal cells that makes the plant a little
smaller. On of the two layers of the epidermis is identical to Pinot noir, so
Pinot meunier cannot be the parent of Pinot noir. During past years, other
Pinot cultivars have been introduced in viticulture: Pinot gris, Pinot blanc,
Pinot moure and Pinot teinturier. They all show a similar DNA profile to
Pinot noir. The genome of Pinot noir seems to be particularly prone to
mutation, maybe suggesting the presence of active transposable elements
[13], which give rise to new clones. In Italy Pinot noir has traditionally been
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cultivated in Alto Adige (since 1838) and Trentino regions.

1.3.2 Merlot

Merlot is a red wine grape (Figure 1.4). The origins of name Merlot reside
in the Old French word for young blackbird, merlot, a diminutive of merle,
the blackbird (Turdus merula). It is a progeny of Cabernet Franc and is a
sibling of Cabernet Sauvignon. Merlot is cultivated in cooler regions. It is
one of the most relevant varietas in the economic market (the third most
cultivated vine in the world) and one of the primary grapes of Bordeaux
wine. Merlot grapes have a thinner skin and tend to have higher sugar
content. Water stress is important to the vine production since grape grows
better in well drained soil.

Figure 1.4: Merlot grape.

Further than France, it is also
grown in the cooler portions of
many regions in Italy. A large por-
tion of Merlot is planted in the
Friuli, whereas in Tuscany, it is
often blended with Sangiovese to
give a soft wine. The low acid-
ity which characterizes Merlot wine
is often used as a balance for the
higher acidity in many Italian wines
in Veneto, Alto Adige and Umbria
[14]. The “Strada del Merlot” is a
popular tourist route through Mer-
lot wine countries along the Isonzo
river. Italian Merlots are often char-
acterized by their light bodies and
herbal notes. Clonal selection in
Italy produces 11 clones which dif-
fer in growth and yield depending
on the final use of wine. In particu-
lar, the “Istituto Agrario di San Michele all’Adige” is analyzing numerous
Merlot clones in order to test environmental aspects and genetic variability,
allowing a better description of commercial clones.
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1.3.3 Prosecco

Figure 1.5: Prosecco grape.

While the two above described cul-
tivars comes from a French region,
Prosecco is an autochthonous Ital-
ian wine (Figure 1.5). Its name
is probably linked to Prosecco, a
small village near Trieste and it
is supposed to be similar to the
grape Glera variety. The main
area where Glera and Prosecco
are produced is Veneto, tradition-
ally near Conegliano and Valdob-
biadene, the northern area of Tre-
viso (Figure 1.6). Since the be-
ginning of the XIX century, with
the foundation of The School of Viticulture and Oenology in Conegliano,
research into this vine variety has greatly increased and the Prosecco
has spread throughout the area. The exact origins of this variety
are still unknown, but some would have it that it was, in fact, al-
ready known as the ‘Pucino’ in the time of the Roman Empire.

Figure 1.6: Area of Prosecco, Veneto,
Italy.

Until the 1960s, its flavour was
similar to other dry, sparkling
wines [15], but modern produc-
tion techniques, make it a high-
quality cultivar producing one of the
most popular wine in the world.
Its specificity is protected as a
DOCG within Italy, as Prosecco
di Conegliano-Valdobbiadene, Pros-
ecco di Conegliano and Prosecco di
Valdobbiadene. For more than 200
years, Prosecco has been cultivated
in this area. This region presents
ideal climatic vineyard conditions:
the Dolomites protect the vines from cold winds and the Adriatic Sea mit-
igates the climate for every season. The Prosecco is a vigorous and hardy
vine, with nut-coloured shoots and quite large, loosely-packed winged clus-
ters of beautiful golden yellow berries nestled amongst large bright green
leaves.
Because of Prosecco is low in alcohol (11 to 12 percent by volume) in com-
parison with other sparkling wines, in Italy it is enjoyed for every occasion.
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1.4 Genetic variation in grapevine

Grape has a highly heterozygous genotype [16] and any progeny is a po-
tential “new” seed, obtained through the combination of parental alleles
giving rise to a phenotypic variation that segregate in descendants. Sexual
reproduction, vegetative propagation and somatic mutations are the main
processes that have permitted the development of cultivated grape and the
new genotypes are obtained by sexual reproduction, either by crossing or
self-fertilization.

The juvenile period (three-to-five years) of grapevine plants and the time
necessary for evaluation of a trait important for wine production is a bond
in selecting a particular phenotype (i.e. berry trait, aromatic compounds).
Furthermore, many generations might be necessary to recover the desired
traits. The clonal propagation could be a good method in maintaining geno-
type. However, the occurrence of somatic mutation in one cutting and not
in another might eventually bring to plants of the same cultivar having
a slightly different genotype (‘clonal variation’). Moreover, these variants
might exist in only one cell layer of the plant, resulting in genetic chimerism.
For these reasons nowadays, cultivars are maintained by vegetative propa-
gation.

Over the last 50 years, the cultivated grapevine has undergone a dras-
tic reduction of diversity, due to the globalization of wine companies and
markets, resulting in the emergence of the new familiar worldwide grown
cultivars such as Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah (Shiraz) and Mer-
lot, and the disappearance of old local cultivars. The sanitary selection of
healthy disease-free clones has also induced a reduction in clonal diversity
for these major cultivars. Thus, the diversity of existing grapes has been
shaped by human history. Several thousand cultivars exist but most of these
are largely confined to germoplasm collections [16].

1.5 Polymorphisms

Polymorphisms are different forms of a DNA sequence. These variations
are a kind of genetic diversity within a population gene pool, which may or
may not affect biological function. They can be used to locate (map) genes
[17] and they can help the matching of two samples of DNA to determine
if they come from the same source [18]. Their use is commonly applied
to several areas, including agriculture. In particular, the identification of a
polymorphism associated with a specific plant character represents a genetic
marker. It can be used to unveil specific biological patterns and processes,
by studying a group of related individuals so that differences in genotype
can be determined. Markers identification is useful to manipulate and iden-
tify genes associated with advantageous agronomic and quality traits within
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breeding programs marker-assisted selection (MAS) and cultivars charac-
terization [19], [20], [21]. Informative, abundant, high-throughput markers
associated with genes are desirable both for breeding and genetic analysis.

Discovering individual desirable qualities is an important task to transfer
information between individuals within the same specie (interbreeding) or
among species and to improve plants yield. If enough polymorphisms are
analyzed, it is possible to distinguish between individuals with a high degree
of confidence, providing a DNA profiling.

These variations arise through mutation which may be due to a change
from one nucleotide to another, an insertion or deletion (indels), or a re-
arrangement of nucleotides. Once formed, a polymorphism can be inherited
like any other DNA sequence, allowing its inheritance to be tracked from
parent to child. Although any polymorphism is a change in the DNA se-
quence, it can or cannot have an effect on phenotypic qualities depending on
its mapping position. If it does not have any consequence on the organism
is said to be selectively neutral. Usually, differences in gene portions are
describes as different alleles within a population. However, polymorphisms
are also found in the non-coding DNA and these regions tend to have more
polymorphisms. This fact can be easily explained because of the impor-
tance in maintaining DNA sequences that encode for proteins: a variation
in a coding region may have a deleterious effect on the individual that carries
it.

Traditional methods relying on differential mobility in chromatography
or electrophoresis have a high-throughput potential and can be applied to
many individuals in the same population, but can identify only the pres-
ence of polymorphisms, not the type. On the other side methods based
on hybridization on microarrays can discover the kind of variation between
two genomes, but are very expensive and they identify less than 50% of
polymorphic sites [22].

The development of tools for a more precise agriculture rely on the pos-
sibility to access and use the genetic variation present in germoplasm collec-
tion and in wild species. In particular, the economic relevance of grape drive
to gain a more sustainable viticulture and of high quality. To do this, ap-
proaches of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) are ameliorating to obtain
a great number of markers [23].

1.6 SNPs

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions/deletions (indels)
are the most abundant type of DNA sequence polymorphisms [24] They
represent the finest resolution of DNA sequence and have a low mutation
rate (the chance of a mutation occurring in an organism or gene in each gen-
eration). They can be used as genetic markers for many genetic applications
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such as cultivar identification, construction of genetic maps, assessment of
genetic diversity, detection of genotype/phenotype associations, or marker-
assisted breeding [25]. Furthermore, the development of high throughput
genotyping methods makes single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) highly
attractive as genetic markers. The principal challenge in SNPs discovery re-
mains the discrimination between true genetic polymorphisms and the often
more abundant sequence errors.

SNPs have been found in many plant species through a systematic ap-
proach of well-studied model species (Arabidopsis, maize, barley) and in few
woody species [24] or derived from large-scale re-sequencing projects thanks
to next generation sequencing platforms. In grape, single nucleotide poly-
morphisms come from BAC and EST libraries and have been successfully
employed in building genetic maps, their anchoring to physical map, ana-
lyzing genetic diversity and linkage disequilibrium (LD). Furthermore, the
recent decoding of the grape genome sequence in the heterozygous Pinot
Noir cultivar provided the grape research community with 1,700,000 SNPs
from coding and non-coding regions [26].

Different strategies have been applied in grape for SNP detection and
genotyping and the presence of many SNPs is a primary trade in the devel-
opment of grape markers, but it is more challenging in taking advantages
of short read sequences. Moreover, most of the SNP discovery and applica-
tion have been limited to V. vinifera. The transferability of SNPs across V.
vinifera has been restricted to a few cultivars [27] and to a few wild forms.
Nevertheless, the knowledge on transferability is fundamental to allow the
identification of useful alleles for diversity and association studies.

1.7 Structural variation

A structural variation (SV) is any polymorphism that changes the structure
of the genome, including insertions, deletions and inversions: it often results
in rearrangements, alterations or fusion in genes and in chromosomal aber-
rations. While the firsts are copy number variants (CNV), the last is count
invariant. Most of these variations are due to genomic rearrangements and
a few others contain novel sequences that are not present in the reference
genome. Traditional approaches in SV discovering are:

- Whole genome comparative array genome hybridization (aCGH), which
tests the relative frequencies of probe DNA segments between two
genomes [28];

- SNP arrays using data from Hap Map projects: it measures the inten-
sity of a probe at a known SNP locus, taking into account the allelic
ratio at heterozygous sites [29];
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- Paired-end mapping through Sanger sequencing which provides a bet-
ter resolution than the former two [30].

These array-based methods are limited by the density of the probes in
turn by the density of the array (for aCGH) or by the density of the known
SNPs.

The progress of high throughput sequencing and array technologies has
enabled the re-sequencing of entire genomes, especially in identifying and
reconstructing the variants in an individual’s genome compared to another
one. The costs and sensitivities of these technologies differ considerably from
each other, and even more technologies are expected to appear in the near
future. On one side, Sanger sequencing of genomes leads to excellent and
precise results, but at high costs. By contrast, short sequences generated
by inexpensive new platforms can easily locate SNPs, but they could not be
able to either unambiguously find out SVs in repetitive genomic regions or
fully reconstruct many of the large SVs. In particular, the reconstruction of
a large SV with paired-end reads needs the combination of data coming from
Sanger sequencing or reads spanning a wide regions. Usually, sequencing-
based methods use mate-pair or paired-end libraries to discover structural
variation. In this approach, two “paired” sequences are generated at an
approximately known distance in the genome. The sequenced reads are then
mapped to a reference genome and the pairs mapping at a distance that
is different from the expected length, can highlight structural variations.
However, a single signature is insufficient to identify precisely a variation
due to the noise in the signal. Sequencing errors and chimeric reads may
result in wrong mapping, whereas chimeric clones will result in misleading
information about the distance and orientation between two reads.

Discovering structural variation is a huge objective for heterozygosity, as-
sociation studies, cancer genomics and molecular evolution. Characteristics
of a good method in finding SV are specificity and sensitivity, the ability to
discover accurately a breakpoint, setting the variant size and the change in
copy count. Usually, to discover structural variants between species, or cul-
tivars, an assembled genome (the reference) and another sequenced genome
(the “donor”) are both necessary. Reads obtained from the donor sequen-
cing are mapped against the reference. The comparison relies on particular
“signatures” (Figure 1.7) that are created by structural variation [31].

- Basic inversions, insertions and deletions: are the most common signa-
tures; considering a deletion, the mapped distance is greater than the
insert size, while if the event is an insertion, the distance is smaller.
An inversion is supported by the inverted orientation of the reads on
the reference genome.

- Linking: considers two separate regions of the reference genome that
are adjacent in the donor (a deletion is a type of linking signature).
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Figure 1.7: Illustrations of PEM signatures. Basic signatures include (a) in-
sertions and (b) deletions, where the mapped distance is different from the insert
size, as well as (c) inversions, where the order of the two mates is preserved but
one of them changes orientation (d). A linked insertion signature (e) is composed
of two linking signatures and arises when the inserted sequence (green) is copied
from another location in the genome. A tandem duplication (f) will create an
everted duplication linking signature, with mates linking the end of the duplicated
region to its beginning. In the anchored split mapping signature (g,h), one mate
has a good mapping, whereas the other has a split mapping. For a deletion (g)
the prefix and suffix surround the deletion, whereas for an insertion (h) the split
read has the prefix and suffix mapped to adjacent locations, while a middle part
does not map. When a novel genomic segment is inserted (i), a hanging insertion
signature is created, in which only one of the mates has a good mapping.
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They are defining for distant parts of genome such as different chro-
mosomes or genes.

- Breackpoint identification: uses of the reads mapping on the reference
to discover the breakpoint. The read across this point leaves a prefix
or suffix signature to different locations.

- Signatures based on depth of coverage: assumes that a uniform sequen-
cing produces an equal amount of reads covering the whole genome,
the number of reads mapping to a region should follow a Poisson dis-
tribution, proportional to the number of times the region appear in the
donor. Thus, if a region has been deleted will have less reads mapping
to it. This kind of signature is useful for large events and it’s not able
to identify small variants or localize breakpoints.

The first three kinds of signatures are called “PEM signatures” (paired
end mapping) and are dependent on insert size that follows a distribution:
depending on the tightness of this distribution is difficult to distinguish
between a true paired end signature caused by a small indel from a mate
pair with an insert size from the tail of the distribution. Whereas, the
signature coming from the depth of coverage are affected by the technology
which causes certain region of the genome under or over sampled.

To date, several algorithms have been developed and are available to
identify genetic variations with short reads (table) and each one can be
characterized in terms of two distinguishing factors: the signatures they
detect and the way they cluster (Table 1.3) and each one can be characterized
in terms of two distinguishing factors: the signatures they detect and the
way they are grouped together (clustering [32] or sliding windows [33]).

1.8 From the Sanger technology to next
generation sequencing

Determining the sequence of a DNA fragment has been possible through the
development of chain-terminating inhibitor-based technology, introduced by
Sanger [39] The determination of the DNA sequence has been a revolutionary
event in biology: not only we can have information about nucleotide contents
(GC percentage, AT- rich region, repetitive elements), but we can also re-
construct metabolic pathways or sub-cellular interactions through function
analysis of groups of genes. Moreover, differences in genomes of individu-
als of the same species or related species could help researchers to better
understand how phenotypic characters are related to genotypic variations.

The whole genome shotgun (WGS) approach is the most common strat-
egy in genome sequencing [40] This methodology consists of a random frag-
mentation of genomic DNA (about 1000 - 2000 bp in length), an amplifica-
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Name Availability Kind of signature

VarScan Downlodable -

PEMer Downloadable

Basic deletion

Basic insertion

Basic inversion

Linking

Linked insertion

Variation Hunter Downloadable

Basic deletion

Basic insertion

Basic inversion

Linked insertion

MoDIL Downloadable
Basic deletion

Basic insertion

ABI tools Downloadable

Basic deletion

Basic insertion

Basic inversion

Table 1.3: Description of current methods detecting SV with NGS. VarScan [34];
PEMer [35]; VariationHunter [36]; MoDIL [37]; ABI tools [38].

tion of fragments, by means of cloning DNA into bacterial vectors (shotgun
library), a purification step and the sequencing of templates using vector-
based primers (Figure 1.8) The data output (reads) are assembled by spe-
cialized analysis tools to obtain firstly contigs and, at the end, a possible
consensus sequence. The amount of produced sequences determines the
genome coverage, which depends on the length of the genome. It indicates
the number of times each nucleotide has been sequenced, but it doesn’t re-
flect the real coverage. In fact, whereas some regions could be covered by
numerous fragments, others could be not represented. This is due to some
problems involving the loss of fragments: toxic elements for plasmid during
bacterial growth; the presence of long repeat or secondary structure within
the plasmid sequence.

For about 30 years, the Sanger method has been the only one used,
owing to obvious advantages in reducing handling of toxic chemicals and
radioisotopes. Advances in this application lead to the production of ABI-
3730XL instrument (Applied Biosystems), a platform which can sequence
up to 96 fluorescently labelled samples in a single batch (run) and per-
form as many as 24 runs a day. The data output (“reads”) are given by
electropherograms, 900-1000 bp long, collected by software and in a single
experiment thousands of bases are produced. This kind of DNA sequencer,
allowing high-throughput analysis of samples, were utilized in many signif-
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Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of Whole Genome Shotgun approach[41].

icant large-scale sequencing projects and it is considered the most accurate
in terms of both read length and sequencing accuracy [42].

Starting from 2005, innovative methods to obtain DNA sequences were
introduced; new sequencing strategies imply sequencing by pyrosequenc-
ing or sequencing by ligation. So far, different companies have built up
new instruments allowing an automation of these procedures and the three
main distributors are Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany with the
454-FLX system [43], Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA,USA with the Solexa
Genome Analyzer [44], and Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA with
the SOLiDTM [45].

These platforms are able to generate hundreds of thousands of sequen-
cing reactions in parallel, allowing a great increase of throughput, permitting
ultra-deep sequencing projects on large-size genome and are considerably
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less expensive than the Sanger method. All these next generation sequen-
cing technologies are characterized by a substantial reduction in read-length
ranging from 25 to 400 bases, however, this is an acceptable trade-off for
many applications, particularly re-sequencing. With the availability of a re-
ference genome, short reads result indeed very informative, considering that
a read should be long enough and sufficiently accurate to align uniquely.
Furthermore, there are several perspectives in uncovering nucleotide diver-
sity at whole genome level in multiple lines.

Up to now, NGS gave good results in ChIP-sequencing to identify binding
sites of DNA-associated proteins [46], RNA sequencing to profile transcrip-
tomes [47], as well as whole plants genome sequencing [48].

Nowadays, the interest in single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-based
association studies and structural variants is increasing [49]. On the other
side, crucial tasks are the samples preparation complexity, the quality of
single read and how to give sense to the large amount of data the sequencers
produce. (Figure 1.9)

Figure 1.9: Differences in next-generation sequencing platforms. All informa-
tion come from the respective company web sites.

1.8.1 The SOLiDTM system

In the 2007, Applied Biosystems has produced its SOLiDTM sequencer,
a highly accurate, massively parallel next-generation sequencing platform.
The first application was of 20 - 35 bp short-reads, with read lengths in-
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creased to 50 bp in the SOLiD3 release. It is now upcoming the SOLiD4. The
platform supports a wide range of applications for characterizing genomes
and transcriptomes, including fragment and paired-end DNA and cDNA
sequencing, expression level studies, methylation assays, small RNA sequen-
cing, “barcoding” to permit subsample identification, and splice variant
analyses. Furthermore, the flexibility of two independent flow cells allows
carrying out different experiments in a single run.

The SOLiD relies on emulsion-PCR (em-PCR) to amplify fragmented
DNA onto beads clonally. After em-PCR, amplified beads are recovered
and the amplicon strands are modified at their 3’ ends to allow covalent
attachment to a glass slide [50]. The major steps of the sequencing process
are:

Figure 1.10: Simplified version of emul-
sion PCR.

Library Preparation: two different
protocols describe how to make
a fragment or a mate-pair library
(Figure 1.10, 1). Differences in the
library reflect the kind of informa-
tion produced. While a fragment
library could be similar to a WGS
approach, the mate-pair can pro-
duce two reads at an approximately
known distance in the genome to
generate reads from both sides of a
segment of DNA (the insert). The genomic DNA is fragmented and size-
selected inserts are circularized and linked by means of an internal adaptor.
The circularized fragments are enzymatically modified and the adaptor with
its flanking segments (the genomic mate-pairs) are purified. Two different
universal adapters (P1/P2) are then ligated to the construct ends and used
to clonally amplify the whole fragments. Finally, the mate pairs are gener-
ated by sequencing around the adaptor.

Emulsion PCR/Bead Enrichment: the PCR is performed in an emulsion
where microreactors contain template, PCR reaction components, primers
and beads (Figure 1.11). After PCR, the templates are denatured and a
bead enrichment step is carried out to separate beads with extended tem-
plates from undesired beads: beads with P1 and P2 adaptors linked to the
DNA fragment are picked up, while other occurred events (P1-P1 or P2-P2
linking) are removed. The template on the selected beads undergoes a 3’
modification to allow covalent attachment to the slide.

1http://www3.appliedbiosystems.com/cms/groups/mcb_support/documents/

generaldocuments/cms_081748.pdf
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Figure 1.11: Scheme of e-PCR. The PCR is perfomed in little drops of water,
containig: SOLiD beads, template, DNA polymerase and a couple of primers.

Bead Deposition: the beads are deposited onto a glass slide thanks to the 3’
modification. Deposition chambers enable to segment a slide into one, four,
or eight sections giving the opportunity to run several analyses in a single
experiment. The SOLiD beads are considerably smaller (1µm) than 454,
i.e., allowing a higher density of beads to be collected into the same area.
The current density upper limit is 700 million beads per sequencing run,
even though a relevant portion of these beads are not analyzed because they
have more than one template amplified onto them, giving a “mixed read”,
or because they are on the glass borders.

Sequencing by Ligation: the platform uses sequencing-by-ligation, rather
then pyrosequencing as 454-Roche. Primers hybridize to the P1 adaptor se-
quence on the beads (Figure 1.12) and 1024 random 8-mer probes are added
(4 dyes, 4 dinucleotides, 256 probes per dye). These probes are labelled on
the nucleotides at the first and second positions at the 3’ end, using four
fluorescent dyes and are complementary to the template strands. Once the
oligo is linked to the sequencing primers, the slide is imaged. Then the probe
is removed leaving only five bases associated to the sequencing primer, and
a new random probe set is added. Multiple cycles of ligation, detection and
cleavage are performed with the number of cycles determining the eventual
read length. Following a series of ligation cycles, the extension product is
removed and the template is reset with a primer complementary to the n-1
position for a second round of ligation cycles.
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Figure 1.12: Sequencing by ligation of 1024 random 8-mer la-
beled probes.

Figure 1.13: SOLiD colors space table.
Every di-nucleotide is represented by one
color.

Primer Reset: a total of five sequen-
cing primers is used to obtain a se-
ries of colors for each bead (Fig-
ure 1.13).

Through the primer reset pro-
cess, every base is virtually inter-
rogated in two independent ligation
reactions by two different primers.
When a perfect match is formed be-
tween the template sequence and
one of the probes, it is covalently
ligated to the starting primer (pref-
erentially with its 3’-end). The flu-
orescent dye that labels the 5’-end
of the ligated probe is then excited and detected with a CCD camera. Once
the imaging is completed, the last three nucleotides at the 5’-end are chem-
ically removed and the released dyes are washed away. This cleavage step
generates a new 5’-phosphorylated-end available for the next ligation cy-
cle. Multiple cycles of ligation, detection and cleavage are performed, with
the number of cycles determining the eventual read length. After all the
cycles are completed, the newly synthesized DNA product is removed. In
this way, the template is reset and becomes available for subsequent rounds
of ligation cycles, which are primed from an oligonucleotide one position
backward (n-1) of the previous starting nucleotide(n)(see Figure 1.12). This
kind of interrogation is essential to the unmatched accuracy characterized
by the SOLiDTM System. Moreover, because only four colors are used and
because each color represents four dinucleotides, it is not possible to deci-
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Figure 1.14: SNPs vs Errors detection with SOLiD plat-
form.

pher the identity of the nucleotides without knowing the first base in the
sequence. This is achieved by sequencing one base of the adapter. The
conversion into nucleotide base-space is usually done after the sequence is
aligned to the reference genome which is translated in the colorspace cod-
ing. This strategy provides higher sequencing accuracy and inherent error
checking capability. The advantages of colorspace reside in the ligation-
based chemistry which reduces errors rate in comparison with polymerase
sequencing by synthesis (Table 1.15), thanks to the probe recognition of
template instead of sequentially addition of dyes. Dual interrogation re-
duces sequencing errors, because a SNP, a true polymorphism will require
a change in two adjacent position (see Figure 1.14). So that changes in
a single position are considered as errors and can be removed by software
data analysis. In addition, also surrounding bases of the two changed color
undergo variation and may be filtered. For more complex variation (indels),
analyzing tools need to be more accurate. All these advantages are well sum-
marized at this link http://www3.appliedbiosystems.com/cms/groups/mcb_
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marketing/documents/generaldocuments/cms_057511.pdf. Moreover, a specific
tool has been developed to transforms the reference to color spaces then maps the
reads (2). Transforming colourspace to dnaspace may cause errors, because a single
mismatch in colourspace affects all the following base calls. A mComparison of
Sanger ismatch is defined as a colorspace difference between a mapped read and
the reference.

Figure 1.15: Comparison of Sanger sequencing method and new generation
sequencing by ligation.

The SOLiD is currently capable of producing approximately 100 Gb of short-
reads sequence data per run (25-50 bases) and so is more suited to re-sequencing
than de novo assembly, although optimized protocols for long-insert read pairs up
to 6 kb are available.

1.9 Next generation sequences analysis

Next-generation DNA sequencing platforms make available gigabases of data, how-
ever the size of the result presents computational, analytical and storage challenges.
So, new bioinformatics approaches have been developed to align short sequences
to a reference genome. Traditional alignment programs (i.e. BLAST or FASTA)
are unable to perform the same job with millions of reads. To overcome this issue,
software such as SOAP [51], ELAND, SHRiMP [52], ZOOM [53] have been imple-
mented. In agreement to these algorithm, an extremely sensitive, efficient and fast
algorithm for aligning millions of NGS reads allowing gaps and mismatches has
been developed at the CRIBI laboratory and named PASS3 [54]. PASS supports
several data format (Solexa, SOLiD and 454 technology) carrying out fast gapped
and un-gapped alignment onto a reference sequence and performing gap alignments
more then 800 time faster than BLAST and several time faster than SOAP. PASS is
able to align all NGS sequences in base-space and color-space and supplies modules
for paired-end alignments, SNP and IN/DEL detection and spliced alignments. It
is useful for single read mapping, paired-end re-sequencing, small RNA discovery
and RNA-seq mapping. In particular, Pass executes paired-end alignments thanks
to PASS PAIR tool. It implies the recognition of adaptors and splitting reads in
two sequences corresponding to the paired-end; the alignment of paired-end onto
reference sequence; the check of the mutual paired-end distance and orientation.
For the purposes of aligning couples of short sequences, the Pass pair tool is suit-
able both for pair-end and mate-pair libraries. Furthermore, a specific option of

2http://solidsoftwaretools.com/gf/project/mapreads/
3http://pass.cribi.unipd.it/cgi-bin/pass.pl
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the software (PASS SNP tool) allows to minimize the effects of sequencing error to
find true SNPs.

Up to this year, no software were available to investigate structural variations
with SOLiD reads directly: a data elaboration was necessary to give right input files
to different programs. On May 2010, a new application for investigating chromo-
somal rearrangements from paired-end and mate-pair sequencing data provided by
the high-throughput sequencing technologies has been developed. SVDetect iden-
tifies structural variations applying both sliding-window and clustering strategies
[55].
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CHAPTER 2

Aim of the research

The agronomic relevance of grapevine and its main role in the economic world bring
the knowledge of Vitis vinifera genome to be one of the most important goals to
be achieved in plant genomics. The sequencing of a specific genome is the quickest
method to obtain information from a particular DNA sample and associate the data
to others from different experiments (arrays data, RFLPs, RAPDs, microsatellites).
In addition, the sequencing strategy allows the identification of a great number of
genetic makers related to particular phenotypic characters or physiological states of
plants. The Marker Assisted Selection is used to choose a genetic determinant (or
determinants) of a trait of interest (i.e. resistance to disease and abiotic stresses,
increasing productivity and products quality) and the availability of new sequen-
cing technologies is leading to an increase of produced markers within a single test.
This advantage is suitable to improve vineyard yield, ameliorating berry qualities
together and architecture of whole plants. Moreover, many grape varietas undergo
natural mutations (base mutations, indels, transposable element insertions or ex-
cisions, and epigenetic modifications) that can lead to the appearance of desirable
phenotypic variations.
My phD project can be divided into three main steps.
The first concerns the sequencing of the quasi homozygous genotype of Pinot noir
(PN40024). My group is part of the IGGP Consortium which have promoted the
investigation of Vitis vinifera genome in order to have a complete analysis of grape-
vine genomic sequence. I was involved in this project for the production of 2 genome
equivalents of sequence reads. The total 12 X coverage of the genome obtained by
the Consortium give rise to a huge amount of data which needs to be reordered.
Numerous studies are undergoing to better explain and understand genes and their
function, regulator elements and mutations (i.e. SNPs and SVs). Given the draft
sequence of Vitis vinifera genome ([1]), it is possible to compare sequences obtained
from other related species or subspecies. Moreover, the differences within the same
subspecie lead to the possibility of characterizing a specific cultivars from another
one.
The second part of this research takes advantage from the SOLiD (Applied Bio-
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system) Next Generation Sequencing platform which allows a massive parallel
sequencing and is suitable for re-sequencing strategies in order to identify varia-
tions (polymorphisms) that could explain differences in phenotype. To perform the
analysis of polymorphic sites within Vitis specie, I have chosen two cultivars of local
interest (Merlot and Prosecco) and I have built a mate-pair library to perform a run
on the SOLiD sequencer. The presence of a reference genome provide a backbone
against which even short reads (25 nt) can be mapped uniquely.
The last part lies in the bioinformatics analysis of the produced data to unveil sig-
nificant differences among the studied genomes.
Therefore, the aim of this research consists in evaluating these differences which
are supposed to characterize a particular cultivar. The intent is to modelling the
marker finding through next generation sequencers in order to obtain a useful and
rapid method to discovery variations (markers) and have the possibility to associate
a variant with a specific trait.
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CHAPTER 3

Methods

3.1 Plant material

The three cultivars of Vitis vinifera employed during this experimental research are
Pinot noir, Merlot and Prosecco (Table 3.1).

Cultivar
name

Supplied as Source of sample Notes

Pinot noir
PN40024

plasmid
libraries

created by INRA in
Colmar

-

Merlot clone Leaves open field “spurred” cordon

Prosecco
clone 10

Leaves micropropagated

modified
Murashinge-

Skoog
medium

Table 3.1: DNA sample sources.

Merlot leaves came from Azienda vitinvinicola Borin Vini e Vigne cultivated in
Monticelli, Monselice, Padua and supplied by prof. Bonghi (University of Padua).
Prosecco leaves came from C.R.A. (Centro di Ricerca per la Viticoltura di Susegana)
and are supplied by prof. Lo Schiavo (University of Padua). Culture conditions are
explained in Appendix A, page 59.
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3.2 Vitis vinifera genome project

3.2.1 Library amplification

Material

TB medium:
Glycerol
Yeast extract
Bacto Triptone
K2HPO4 * 3H2O 0,1 M
KH2PO4 1M
H2O mQ
Ampicillin 50 mg/ ml

Resuspension solutions:
H2O mQ Autoclaved
EDTA 1M pH 8
Tris HCl 1M pH 8
Glucose 1M
RNAse A 10 mg/ml

Lysis solutions:
H2O mQ autoclaved
SDS 20%
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 10 M

Other reagents:
Isopropyl alcohol HPLC
Isopropyl alcohol standard
EtOH HPLC
Potassium Acetate (CH3CO2K) 3 M pH 5.5

384 well polypropylene plates not sterile (bacterial growth)
Millipore clearing plates (Montage Plasmid Miniprep Clearing Plates)

Instruments:
Beckman NX
Centrifuge Eppendorf 5810R
Heidolph Titramax
Micro Lab Star Hamilton

Method

The “Whole-Genome-Shotgun” (WGS) approach has been applied, to gain the 2 X
coverage, obtaining sequences from about 1600 plasmid library plates (384 well) of
Pinot noir (PN40024, INRA, Colmar, France).
As the project proceeded, three different protocols for DNA template preparation
for the sequencing reaction have been used in our laboratory. By time: PCR,
TempliPhiTM HT DNA Amplification Kit (Amersham Biosciences) and Montage
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Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Millipore). Since Miniprep produces very reliable results
in terms of reproducibility and template quality, it has been applied to the (60%)
of the plates. Template DNA was extracted from liquid bacteria culture using a
procedure based upon alkaline lysis minipreps method adapted for high throughput
processing in 384-well plate. Reagents were home-made and the dispensing oper-
ations have been accomplished using a robotic work-station Hamilton LabSTAR
robot (Hamilton, Birmingham, UK).

3.2.2 Sequencing reaction and run on ABI 3730xl

Material

EtOH abs
Acetic Acid (NaAc) 3M pH 8.0
EtOH 70%
H2O mQ autoclaved

Method

The sequencing reaction was performed with BigDye  Terminator v3.1 Cycle
Sequencing Kit chemistry on 384-Well GeneAmpR PCR System 9700 (Applied
Biosystem) according to manufacturing instructions. The DNA was subsequently
purified through a EtOH-NaAc / EtOH 70% precipitation and re-suspended in 20
µl of sterile mQ H2O.

The electrophoresis was performed on the DNA sequencer ABI3730xl (Applied
Biosystem) according to manufacture directives. All the process had been developed
thanks to an high-throughput system associated with the instruments which can
sequence up to 96 fluorescently labelled samples in a single batch (run) and perform
as many as 24 runs a day. The platform which had allowed the ht organization of
the project was composed by Hamilton MicroLabSTAR robot (Hamilton, Birm-
ingham, UK); Hamilton MicroLabSTAR Let (Hamilton, Birmingham, UK); Jouan
GR 4 Auto centrifuge (Jouan Robotics, Saint-Herblain Cedex, France); Multimeck
96, Multimeck NX and Biomeck 2000 (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA); three
ABI3730xl (Applied Biosystem, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

The amount of genome coverage obtained by the IGGP was 12 X, that means
that the consortium produced 480 Mb (genome size) 12 times: ∼ 5.7 Gb of sequence.
My lab has supplied two-fold genome equivalents: about 1 Gb.

3.2.3 Assembly and annotation

“The ensemble of the sequences obtained will be assembled using the ARACHNE
assembler (Broad, Institute) and an automatic annotation will be performed.”1

Gene prediction and genome annotation was executed by the bioinformatics
group present in my lab.

1http://www.cns.fr/spip/Vitis-vinifera-whole-genome.html (Site du Genus-
cope)
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3.3 Next generation sequencing of Merlot and
Prosecco

Material

Chloroform (CHCl3)
Isopropyl alcohol standard
EtOH abs TRIzol (Invitrogen)

3.3.1 Genomic DNA extraction

Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves of Merlot kept in freezer at -80 and fresh
leaves of Prosecco. 3 g of plant tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen -80  inside a
sterile mortar. Genomic DNA was isolated with NucleonTM PhytoPureTM Genomic
DNA Extraction Kit. This kit allows the nuclei enrichment during the extraction,
avoiding the presence of organelles DNA. The main steps of the extraction protocol
are:

1. Breaking of cell wall;

2. Cell lysis with potassium SDS;

3. Extraction with NucleonTMPhytopure resin and chloroform;

4. DNA precipitation;

5. DNA washing.

The DNA amount and quality were determined via spectrophotometer Nan-
oDrop ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies) (2 µl) comparing the concentration va-
lues obtained at 230, 260 and 280 nm.

A measure was obtained also via fluorometer QubitTM Quantitation Platform
(Invitrogen). The DNA concentration was expressed in µg of DNA for µl of H2O.

3.3.2 RNase treatment

60 µg of DNA were treated with 10 U of RNase A (Sigma-Aldrich) placing the
samples in a heat block at 37 for 30 minutes. At the end of the RNase reaction,
the samples were subjected to phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol solution(25:24:1)
and after that the DNA was precipitated as suggested by Sambrook et al. (1989)
[56]. The pellet obtained were re-suspended in 50 µl of sterile mQ H2O and the
DNA amount was estimated as described previously.

3.3.3 SOLiD library: mate pair protocol

To set up the pair end library with an average insert size of 2000-3000 bp on
the SOLiDTM sequencer, 30 µg of DNA (Merlot and Prosecco) was sheared at
speed SC9 for 20 cycles, using a HydroShear!Standard Shearing Assembly DNA
Shearing Device (DIGILAB - Genomic Solutions). DNA was divided into three
sub-samples of about 10 µg, performing a better shearing. The library was con-
structed from the eluted fraction of DNA using SOLiDTM 2 × 25 bp Mate-Paired
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Figure 3.1: Mate-pair workflow.

Library Construction Kit, following their manufacture, with one minor modifica-

tion: ethidium bromide was used for staining DNA in agarose instead of SYBR 

Safe gel stain (Invitrogen). The library amplification was executed with 12 cycles
for Merlot and 16 cycles for Prosecco samples (Figure 3.1).

On the Applied Biosystems SOLiDTM3 a single standard run was performed,
using a deposition chamber for Merlot library (1 well; ∼ 347 million beads de-
posited) and the other for Prosecco one (1 well; ∼ 274 million beads deposited
(Figure 3.2)).

3.4 Computational analysis

3.4.1 Mate-pair alignment

The total amount of sequences produced by the SOLiD run were aligned against the
reference genome (Pinot noir) with PASS through “Common Paired-End settings”.
PASS is based on the creation of a genome index, that is a structure containing the
genome positions of all seed words (12 bases as default). After the genome index
production, PASS tries to align each input read in three steps:

1. identification of the query seed words in the genome index;

2. check for the possibility to extend the alignment in the seed flanking regions;

3. refinement of the alignment with a modified Smith-Waterman algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: SOLiD sequen-
cing platform.

In particular, the alignment extension uses a simple but effective approach that
allows an immediate analysis of the flanking regions adjacent to seed words. It
uses Pre-computed Score Table (PST) which analyzes all the possible short word
alignments against each other. The length of these short words ranges from 6
to 8 bases, reflecting in different PSTs. Each alignment presents a score which
is computed with Needleman and Wunsch algorithm [57], using different values
for matches, mismatches and gaps. If these scores are higher than a pre-defined
threshold, PASS performs an exact dynamic alignment of a narrow region around
the match. In addition, it applies low-complexity regions filters.

A mate-pair represents the two extremities of the same insert, therefor they
should be at a defined distance in the genome, depending on the insert length. For
SOLiD technology, these two sequences are tagged R and F. With PASS PAIR, the
couples of R and F reads are aligned onto the reference genome taking into account
the estimated insert length obtained during the library preparation.

In the output files, data are classified according these criteria:

 where the reads align: the pairs can be aligned in the same genomic location
or can be aligned in two different positions;

 how many times the reads align: they can be aligned uniquely, (unique) with
the best match score, or more that one time (not unique);

 distance value between coupled reads: according to the distance between the
reads, each couples can fall within a specific range explained below.

A brief summary about the number of couples that falls in each category is
given in the output file. There are the estimated value for the library size (L. Size)
and its standard deviation (S. Error). A graph shows the Gaussian curve, that
represents the distribution of the mate-pair distances for the considered library.
In the x axis there is the distance value, while in the y axis there is the obtained
frequency for that distance (how many coupled reads have that distance).
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To obtain a robust set of good quality reads to be used on PASS, bioinformatics
group in my lab has implemented a series of preliminary filters. Short reads are
trimmed off with 2 quality filters (internal and at the border of the read). The
internal filter selects a region where the quality of a window (W) is always above
an average quality (T). The 2nd filter is applied to the ends: it scans each end
with a window (w) until it finds that all the bases are = to the threshold quality
(t).If both filters are applied then the internal filter will be applied first, then the
external filter will check and trim the resulting ends.
In a second moment the spectrum correction have been performed. The SOLiDTM

Accuracy Enhancer Tool (SAET) has been used to correct miscalls within reads
prior to mapping or contig assembly. This tool acts in two steps:

 Spectrum Building: with all reads an ensemble of k-mers, is generated (spec-
trum). Each k-mer is obtained from the comparison of the reads that fall in
the same position in the reference genome. Once the software identify the
best alignment of these reads, it builds up a k-mer.

 Error Correction: each read in the input file which does not correspond to
any k-mers is corrected to the most probable k-mer present in the spectrum.

Once the reads passed these two filters, they are aligned to the reference.

3.4.2 SNPs and SVs analysis

The identification of SNPs and indels was achieved through PASS SNP, a specific
tool of the PASS software which allows to resolve with the (%) of accuracy, the
presence of a single nucleotide polymorphisms in the DNA. Suggested parameters
for an optimal polymorphisms discovery were set. In a second moment, further fil-
ters were applied. The output file presents: a plot showing the number of sequences
that confirm a SNPs; a plot represents the frequency of SNPs found related to read
position and their relative quality. Generally, in terminal regions of short reads
errors tend to increase. In this study, the two filters explained above, trimming the
sequences, correct errors presence in the end of the reads.

The re-sequencing of a genome using mate - pair library can unveil some of
the SVs that affects it. The reasons lie in the nature of the library: couple of
reads align at a precise distance and orientation on the reference genome. Changes
can underline a possible SV. In a second moment, the kind of variation can be
determined analyzing how distance and orientation differ from the expected ones.
The platform that finds out the SVs is a collection of C++ scripts organized by
a supervisor perl script that manipulates input data and launches all the C++
scripts with the right options, in the right order. The results are written in four
files, containing lists of different SVs ordered by chromosome and start position.
Input files come from gff files created by PASS PAIR:

 UNIQUE PAIR: paired-ends with right orientation and distance;

 UNIQUE WRONG D : paired-ends with right orientation, but wrong distance
(greater than expected one);

 UNIQUE SINGLE : paired-ends for which only one read is aligned;

 UNIQUE WRONG S : paired-ends with right distance but wrong orientation.

As it can be understand from the suffix unique, all the paired-ends are sequences
aligned with the best score in only one site of the reference genome.
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Structural Variations Algorithm

Deletions and insertions (in-dels) in the donor genome are represented by a variation
of the supposed distance in which the paired-ends should fall in. In particular,
deletions show an higher value in length, while insertion a lower value than the
expected one. The algorithm uses variations to find indels. In addition, it is
necessary to take into account that mate-pairs map to the reference genome with
a range of length distributions rather than a exact distance. To solve this issue,
the program analyzes two distributions (expected and observed), to find variants.
Indels can be found by comparison of expected and observed distributions: as a
consequence of insertions, the distribution of lengths will move towards lower values,
whereas deletions shift the curve towards higher values (see figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Changes in library insert size distribution. a) Mean value of the
“normal” distribution. b) Mean value of a distribution presenting insertions in the
donor genome respect to the reference. c) Mean value of a distribution presenting
deletions in the donor genome. The y axes represents the number of inserts.

Regarding long structural variations discovery, the length of the SV results
greater than the considered range of distribution (Average size +/- standard de-
viation) and therefore delineate a high stretched curve. Moreover, PASS pair tool
produces a specific file (Unique pair wrong distance), which shows all the pairs that
falls in a wrong range of distribution. Within this file, it is possible to identify large
rearrangements that are discarded from the threshold established to build up the
distribution curve.

Thanks to these evidences, each position in the reference genome is represented
by a score which indicates the probability of assigning a variation at that position.
In a second moment, a threshold is fixed, so that the location of the rearrangement
can be extended in the adjacent bases with scores higher than this threshold. This
allows the individuation of zones of variation. In this study the threshold is 5000
bp. There are three kinds of zone:

1. zones containing deletions
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2. zones containing insertions

3. zones containing inversions

The localization of such areas does not imply the presence of a real SV. The three
zones are potential structural variations, depending on the quality and quantity
(coverage) of sequence obtained. Low standard deviation for distance distribution
and an high coverage mean that nearly all the found zones are SVs, while an high
number of false positives is a consequence of low quality reads or low coverage.
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CHAPTER 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Whole genome shotgun of Pinot noir

With the recent availability of genome sequences for many plants organisms, iden-
tification of sequences variation and understanding biological consequences has be-
come a major aim of research. The I.G.G.P. consortium have promoted collabora-
tions among different European groups in order to describe biological and genetic
aspects of grape (V. vinifera). This plant is one of the major species for world
agriculture and increasing in its quality production and adaptation to environment
conditions is appreciable. The knowledge of the genomic sequence is bringing re-
searchers new sources of information to develop genetic tools for its amelioration. In
particular, it allows the description of specific alleles showing differences implicated
in several mechanisms and it makes possible the discovery of genetic markers which
can be used in a more precise cultivar characterization. In addition, the possible
transfer of results from this organism to other plants fruit is desirable, using grape
as model. The sequencing of the genome of Vitis vinifera (L.) has been performed
on the quasi-homozygous genotype PN40024 created by INRA in Colmar [1]. The
estimated size of the genome was 480 Mb [58] and the Whole Genome Shotgun
approach was chosen with a twelve-fold average redundancy (coverage) of the con-
sensus to be sure of obtaining a sufficient amount of data, describing each base. As
a rule, with an average length of 700 high quality bases, both ends of 384-well plate
are required every 100 kb of DNA to be sequenced.
The applied whole genome shotgun strategy implies the cloning of template into
DNA vectors, the amplification of obtained fragments and the sequencing on the
ABI3730xl platform. The sequencing takes place in a cycle reaction, where tem-
plate denaturation, primer annealing and primer extension occur many times. The
primer is complementary to sequences immediately flanking the region of interest.
Each round of primer extension is terminated by the incorporation of fluorescently
labeled dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs). In the pool of end-labeled fragments, the
label on the terminating ddNTP corresponds to the nucleotide identity. The total
sequence is determined by high-resolution electrophoretic separation of the single-
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stranded in a capillary-based polymer gel. A laser excites the fluorescent labels at
the end of the fragments and their detection produce a spectra which provides the
Sanger trace. These traces are translated by a software into the DNA sequence.
During the research, different protocols for DNA amplification have been tested,
in order to have a good quality template for the sequencing reaction. The aim of
the amplification was on one side to obtain long and high-quality reads, on the
other side to have a method able to resolve homo/di-polymeric regions which cause
gaps in the successive assembly step. Even if Vitis genome seems to have few low
complexity regions as other plant genome (i.e. tomato), some problems in per-
forming sequencing reaction arose due to the selected amplification methods. To
amplify plasmid libraries supplied by INRA center,three different techniques were
employed:

 PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction): the DNA template is obtained by
performing a 384-well PCR using universal primers (M13 forward and re-
verse). Afterwards, an analysis on gel electrophoresis is required to identify
positive PCRs which are chosen and pooled by a robotic work station (Micro-
lab STAR, Hamilton Robotics). At the end, a purification step is necessary
to perform the sequencing reaction. This method has several disadvantages:

– it is time-consuming and requires laboratory personnel hands-on time
for the selection of the right PCR products;

– it produces sequences of low quality in presence of homo/di-polymers
or GC-rich regions;

– the low processivity of the Taq DNA polymerase through long stretch
of TA (up to 100 bases) or regions making stable secondary structure
causes the presence of gaps or low quality bases regions in the assembly;

– even if the reads length is about 800 bp, the number of PCR failures
is very high and it implies a mandatory pooling of the successfully
amplified templates.

 TempliPhi (Amersham Biosciences): this kit utilizes bacteriophage Phi
29 DNA polymerase enzyme and random hexamer primers to exponentially
amplify DNA [59]. Phi 29 DNA polymerase has a proofreading activity with
an error frequency of 1 X 10−6

− 10−7. This method has several advanta-
geous features: it amplifies DNA directly from bacterial cultures, it avoids
purification steps and the reaction can be performed on a heat block for 4
hours. However, low quality reads are still obtained for GC-rich regions and
the average length is around 500 bp (Figure 4.1).

 Plasmid minipreps: the DNA is extracted from liquid bacteria culture,
purified and concentrated using Montage Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Millipore)
and the robotic work-station. Even if miniprep is a multi step procedure that
requires overnight growth of bacterial replica plate and labor-intensive efforts,
we have adopted this protocol to prepare DNA template for sequencing. In
fact, it has significantly increased the length of sequencing reads (up to 800-
900 bp) and base quality even within homo/di-polymer (up to 20 bases) and
GC-rich regions (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: Difference in sequencing performance of Templiphi amplification
and Miniprep amplification. a) Raw graph of a standard sequencing reaction of
Miniprep DNA template preparation (average length = 800 bp). b) Raw graph of
a standard sequencing reaction of Templiphi DNA template preparation (average
length = 500 bp).

My lab gained the goal of the 2 genome equivalents (∼ 1 Gb) on July 2007.
The first ensemble of the sequences has been assembled using the ARACHNE as-
sembler [60] and an automatic annotation has been performed (see table 4.1). In
parallel, a physical and genetic map comprising more than 1,500 markers have been
constructed, permitting anchoring and orientation of the super-contigs on the 19
chromosomes. The estimated coverage obtained is 8.4 X and it is described in “The
grapevine genome sequence suggest ancestral hexaploidization in major angiosperm
phyla” Nature,2007.

Number N50 Length (kb) Coverage

Supercontigs 2,059 3,426 100.0%

Mapped ultracontigs 33 23,006 91.2%

Table 4.1: 8.4 X assembly summary http: // www. genoscope. cns. fr/

externe/ GenomeBrowser/ Vitis/ .

To obtain the all amount of sequences (1 Gb) requested to end the project, more
than one year was spent in preparing templates and performing sequencing reactions
through Sanger method. This approach is undoubtedly accurate in determining
the sequence of a template and allows a simplify assembly due to the length (about
800 bp) of the obtained fragments. Nevertheless, it is time consuming: the run
performed on the SOLiDTM machine gave me an output seven times higher within
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the same portion of reads obtained using dif-
ferent preparative. A) PCR vs miniprep: low quality base after the poly(T)
for the PCR template. B) Phi29 vs miniprep: low quality base after the
poly(C) for the Phi29 template (B).

two weeks (considering library preparation and sequencing time).

4.2 Sequencing by ligation and coverage

The recent availability of alternative strategies for DNA sequencing including sequen-
cing by ligation [45] and pyrosequencing [43] have dramatically change the approach
to genomic, improving knowledge on the DNA sequence. The SOLiD platform (Ap-
plied Biosystems; Foster City, CA, USA) applied in this study, uses a sequencing
by ligation method to sequence DNA fragments which, as a principle, should avoid
sequencing errors through a double check on the single investigated base. The li-
brary preparation is accomplished by random fragmentation of DNA, followed by in
vitro ligation of adaptor sequences. It is possible to have two alternative protocols
generating random DNA fragments or mate-paired tags with controllable distance
distributions. The amplification is performed with an emulsioned PCR, a PCR
which works in micro-reactors, little drops of water containing all the components
necessary for the amplification. The sequencing process consists of alternating cy-
cles of enzyme-driven biochemistry and imaging-based data acquisition of the array
at each cycle. Two mate-pairs libraries (25 + 25 nt) were synthesized from DNA
of leaves tissues sampled from Merlot and Prosecco cultivars. A single standard
sequencing by ligation run was performed using a whole slide of SOLiDTM for Mer-
lot and the other for Prosecco one. In total, 337.8 millions of reads for Merlot and
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271.5 millions of reads for Prosecco were sequenced, corresponding respectively to
8.4 Gb and 6.8 Gb (see table 4.2). This variation of produced data between the two
libraries, it is possibly due to contamination of unwanted DNA (organelles DNA) or
to the quality of the sequences. The contamination of mitochondrial and plastidial
DNA have been evaluated and results are shown in the next section.

Million of reads
(25 nt)

Merlot Gb Prosecco Gb

Tot output 337.8 8.4 271.5 6.8

First alignment 85.5 2.1 152.8 3.8

Final alignment 131.6 3.3 211.78 5.3

Not aligned 206.2 5.1 59.7 1.5

Table 4.2: Overview of SOLiD output data and aligned reads.

Tolerating up to five mismatches and no insertions or deletions (gap parameter
= 0), I was able to align 85.5 and 152.8 million reads using PASS algorithm[54] to
the reference genome of Vitis vinifera (Pinot noir reference assembly, based on 8.4
X WGS) (1). This alignment brought to the refusal of about 74.7% (Merlot) and
43.3% of the reads (Prosecco). To have a better assignment to the corresponding
locations in the reference genome, the amount of produced reads was trimmed and
corrected from the presence of sequencing errors (see Methods), obtaining a new set
of reads. A further alignment was performed with these reads and the percentage
of correctly positioned fragments was of about 39% (Merlot) and 78% (Prosecco)
of sequenced reads. The improvement in mapping is shown in figure 4.3. In both
alignments, pair reads and single reads (reads that have only one of the tags which
map correctly to the genome) coming from the mate-pair library were aligned. A
portion of the unmatched reads may arise from several parts of the genome that have
been identified, but they are not correctly located yet. Furthermore, differences in
genotypes may lead to the lack of a correct alignment to the reference.

Since the percentage of repeats and low complexity regions in grapevine is
about 40% ([1]), I have considered only the 25 nt reads that contained a unique
(best) match against the Pinot noir genome. Unique reads are those reads which are
unambiguous located in the reference genome. As a consequence, 68.7 million reads
were uniquely placed on the Vitis vinifera genome for Merlot and 111.2 millions
reads for Prosecco cultivar. This core data of unique reads was used in the additional
analysis for SNPs discovery. The average sequence coverage obtained with unique
reads was 3.6 X for Merlot (figure 4.4 and table 4.3) and 5.8 X for Prosecco (figure
4.5 and table 4.4).

The obtained coverage is doubtless an underestimation of the SOLiD potential-
ity. Even if the throughput of the platform agrees with manufacture assumptions

1List of chromosomes deposited at the NCBI. NC 012025; NC 012024; NC 012023;
NC 012022; NC 012021; NC 012020; NC 012019; NC 012018; NC 012017; NC 012016;
NC 012015; NC 012014; NC 012013; NC 012012; NC 012011; NC 012010; NC 012009;
NC 012008; NC 012007
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Figure 4.3: Aligned reads. The plot shows the amount of produced -
usable reads (yellow bar) and the increasing in mapping reads, using the
above explained filters (green and red bars).

Merlot

Aligned reads
(millions)

Tot Mb
Coverage

depth

total 131.63 3,290 6.9 X

only unique 68.7 1,717 3.6 X

Table 4.3: Through-put of Merlot alignment.

(more than 6 Gb per run at that time), the aligned reads have produced a lower
coverage than expected one. It has to be said that this run on Merlot and Prosecco
is one of the firsts executed in my laboratory and it could be affected by some errors
in producing libraries and/or depositing beads on the slide and/or by other general
defects which can be overcome only acquiring experiences.

4.3 Organelles DNA contamination

It has been extensively demonstrated (dr. C. Ruberti personal communication)
that the use of NucleonTM PhytoPureTM Genomic DNA Extraction Kit on Vitis
vinifera micropropagated samples avoids polysaccharides compounds and the con-
tamination of organelles DNA (plastidial and mitochondrial genomic sequences) in
DNA genomic extraction. This supposition is fundamental in short reads alignment
against the nuclear reference genome of Pinot noir. The alignments of reads coming
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Figure 4.4: Results of Merlot alignments: percentage of not aligned,
aligned and uniquely aligned reads.

Prosecco

Aligned reads
(millions)

Tot Mb
Coverage

depth

total 211.9 5,295 11 X

only unique 111.2 2,780 5.8 X

Table 4.4: Through-put of Prosecco alignment.

from organellar DNA may affect the evaluation of discovered polymorphisms within
nuclear sequences. Therefore, the mapping has been performed with PASS, using
simultaneously as input file the Vitis vinifera genome sequences, the mitochondrial
DNA (NC 012119; 773,279 bp) and the plastidial DNA sequences (NC 007957;
160,928 bp). Taking into account only uniquely mapped reads, about 2.3% of frag-
ments have been positioned in mitochondrial DNA for Merlot sample and about
1% for Prosecco. Considering plastidial DNA, the percentage of contamination was
respectively of about 4% and 1.3%. These values can be positively considered in the
global analysis of polymorphisms discovery, since the presence of non-nuclear DNA
is a small fraction of the produced reads. In any case, reads that had a best match
with mitocondrion and plastids sequences were discarded for the further analyses.
This analysis confirms the efficiency of the used kit in genomic DNA extractions
avoiding the presence of exogenous DNA. In addition, the higher proportion of or-
ganelles DNA in Merlot than in Prosecco may explain, in part, the alignment values
previously reported.
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Figure 4.5: Results of Prosecco alignments: percentage of not aligned,
aligned and uniquely aligned reads.

4.4 The mate-pairs library performance

Mate-pairs generated by sequencing were mapped against the reference genome
using PASS pair tool of PASS, which produced 14.3 million of Unique pair reads
of Merlot and 33.9 million of Unique pair reads of Prosecco. This Unique pair are
reads which have both tags (F and R) mapping to the genome as uniquely placed
pairs with the corrected insert size (see Methods). As previously reported [61],
information gained from mate-paired libraries give a more comprehensive sampling
of the genome with the uniquely placement of mate pairs than with the unique
placement of each of the independent tags (i.e. fragment library). Taking into
account only Unique pair, PASS pair calculates the length distribution of pair ends
establishing the average size of the library. The reads distribution is plotted in
figure(N) and the average value is around 1648 bp (± 601 bp) for Merlot and 1998
bp (± 611 bp) for Prosecco (Figure 4.6).

Considering that the supposed insert size was of 2000 - 3000 bp in length, the
estimated value diverges from the expected due to two main aspects: the precision
of the size selection step library preparation and the presence of unpaired reads
(reads which have mapped only one tag). Reports of mate-pairs libraries produced
in my lab on different species (human an tomato) delineate a similar divergent
profile from the expected mean values for each library (dr. R. Schiavon personal
communication). The size selection step on agarose gel during library preparation
is possibly a critical point in insert size determination. This procedure can be
ameliorated in order to obtain a narrow curve of distribution containing only desired
fragments. This fact implies the inclusion in the library of undesired fragments
which distend the distribution slope towards higher and lower length values.
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4.5 SNPs detection

Two different cultivars of Vitis vinifera were selected and sequenced using a mate-
pair sequencing approach (Merlot and Prosecco), with the goal of producing signi-
ficative SNPs maps which allow a possible characterization of the single cultivar. In
fact, apart from the reliable estimation of relationships between varieties, it is also
important to distinguish between genotypes. Usually, the majority of polymorphic
information on the varietias is provided by RAPD and SSR markers discovery and
investigations are made to determine the number of markers required for a reliable
distinction. These traditional approaches are very accurate, but very expansive in
term of money and time. With the introduction of new sequencing technologies
(i.e. synthesis by ligation), a global view on the investigated genome is possible in
a single experiment. In particular, Merlot and Prosecco has been chosen due to:
their availability, their importance among the specie, their phenotypic characteris-
tics, their significance in our own area (Veneto and North-East Italy) and because
of the sparse of information on these cultivars.It has been previously demonstrated
that mate-pairs sequencing strategy is very suitable to identify polymorphisms in
a variety of species[62]. The PASS snp tool of PASS have been used to identify
polymorphisms along the entire genome of each cultivars, by aligning unique reads
against chromosomes from the available assembly and comparing sequences with
the reference. Due to low coverage for the single libraries (see above), I decided to
use together, in SNPs mapping, reads coming from Merlot and Prosecco, increas-
ing base coverage and assigning with more accuracy a polymorphism to a position.
The figure(fig: 4.7)shows how the use of both libraries in the alignment, allows
to confirm a larger number of SNPs that covered by a certain number of reads.
To classify a difference in a sequence read as a true polymorphism, a minimum
two reads aligning to the consensus must be present. Moreover, if there is the si-
multaneous presence of two alleles (indicating a possible heterozygosis), the ratio
between the alleles must be less than 1:5. Even though these specifications turn
down the sensitivity in detecting rare SNPs, the specificity of true SNPs detection
increases, reducing the presence of false variants caused by alignment and sequen-
cing errors. The presence of sequencing errors in the color-space SOLiD systems
is evidenced by a single change in color-space sequence. In a second moment, the
same procedure have been used for the each cultivar separately, in order to identify
the polymorphisms belonging specifically to Merlot or to Prosecco.

Using these parameters, 1.2 million SNPs and 2.2 million SNPs were detected
across the entire genome of Merlot and Prosecco. Among these SNPs, about 405,000
have been found to be in common between the two cultivars. The Venn diagram
below shows the proportion of discovered SNPs (Figure 4.8).

Of these, 84,376 for Merlot and 131,745 for Prosecco are located in genes (UTRs,
exons and introns); this values can be described as 2.5 SNPs per kb per Merlot and
4.5 SNPs per kb for Prosecco, confirming previous studies [26]. The proportion of
transitions (59.5 and 60.6%) was greater than the proportion of transversions (40.5
and 39.4%) respectively for Merlot and Prosecco [5][24]. The nucleotide variation
observed through the analysis of these sequences is summarized in (Table 4.5). The
total amount of SNPs called by PASS can be divided into 4 categories according to
the presence of one, two, three or four variant alleles (see table). The “one-called”
allele indicates the presence of an homozygous variant, while the two calls indicate
the heterozygous state. PASS detects the reference allele and the variant allele,
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Figure 4.7: Improvement in SNPs coverage using both libraries in mapping
reads.

calculating how much reads confirms the reference and how much the variant. A
SNP is called as a homozygous variant when it is present as a “single call” which
differs from the reference.

Merlot Prosecco

1 allele 666,643 934,510

2 alleles 535,140 1,264,133

3 alleles 22 53

4 alleles 13 40

Table 4.5: Allele distribution across the
two cultivars.

SOLiD sequencing technology is very suitable for SNPs detection and the num-
ber of polymorphisms identified in a single run underlines its strength, but this
kind of study, in an unknown genome doesn’t address the understanding of real
polymorphisms detection. As a result, I’m going to randomly choose 100 SNPs
to be subsequently amplified by PCR from DNA extracted from the same leaves,
using Sanger sequencing technology. A high coverage is required to sample two
alleles rather than one and thus call a heterozygote rather than a homozygous lo-
cus. Reads that contain variant alleles show two colors in the color-space sequence
produced by SOLiD, when a variant is present; therefore, these reads are allowed
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Figure 4.8: Venn diagram of Merlot and Prosecco common
SNPs. The proportion of polymorphisms only within Merlot is
37.4%. The proportion segregating only in Prosecco is 83.8%,
while a 21.2% is in common between the two cultivars.

fewer sequencing errors than reads with no variants. On the other side, errors lead
to the presence of a single changed color, so that errors can be distinguish from
SNPs. My goal is not only to detect SNPs (alternative alleles to the reference),
but also to infer whether the sample is heterozygous or homozygous at a given
position, the most challenging being the detection of a heterozygous state, given
the sampling introduced by the shotgun process and the bias induced by mapping
reads to a reference sequence. However, this task is facilitated by the error de-
tection and correction scheme of the SOLiD sequencing chemistry, which reduces
the average sequencing error rate to < 0.1%. Merlot and Prosecco genomes have
not been sequenced and a dbSNPs for Vitis vinifera is not yet existing, as a result,
false-negatives cannot be evaluated as putative SNPs.

4.6 Analysis of synonymous and non-synonymous
SNPs

Single nucleotide polymorphisms can occur in coding sequences of genes (exons),
non coding regions of genes (introns) and in intergenic regions (between genes).
Mutations that change amino acid sequence are called non-synonymous, those that
do not, synonymous. Synonymous mutation are due to the degeneracy of the genetic
code, which implies that a change in a single base will not necessarily change the
amino acid codified by the triplet. The non-synonymous variations can be divided
into missense variation (change an amino acid with a different kind of amino acid)
or nonsense variation (change an amino acid with a stop codon). I determined
whether SNPs introduce synonymous or non-synonymous mutations thanks to an ad
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hoc script (developed by dr. C. Forcato in my lab), which investigates the sequence
reading frame, isolates codons containing SNPs, and compares the translated amino
acids for each allele.

Unlike the expectation of finding higher values of synonymous rate within cod-
ing regions, the proportion of sense mutations is lower than non-synonymous one
for both the cultivars. In Merlot cultivar there is an important occurrence of stop
codons in the modified triplets (non-sense mutations), whereas this value is lower
in the Prosecco. On the other side there is about half of SNPs that are sources of
missense mutation 4.6.

% Merlot Prosecco

SENSE 41.6 43.1

NONSENSE 8.9 1.9

MISSENSE 49.5 55.0

transition 59.5 60.5

transversion 40.5 39.5

Table 4.6: Summary overview of Merlot and Prosecco mutations.

These findings of mutation rates are unusual, because changes in the codifying
portion of the genome often imply dramatic consequences in gene working. Thus,
it is necessary a deeper investigation on these mutations, taking into account the
possibility of using such restricted filters in the SNPs selection. Another aspect
is to analyze where this percentage is prevalent within the coding region, looking
specifically for exons, introns and UTRs. A last choice may be due to the re-
sources that heterozygosis constitute for plants. The need to respond to particular
environmental changes may involve the use of different genomic states.

4.7 Mapping on the GBrowse

All the SNPs evidences produced were mapped on the Vitis vinifera GBrowse
( http://gbrowse.cribi.unipd.it/private/gbrowse/vitis_vinifera/). The
Gbrowse package allows to search for features on the genome assembly, zoom in
and out, pan right or left, customize which features are displayed and their color
and more. With this application, users can query for SNPs searching within a ge-
nomic location. The results can be restricted to confirmed SNPs, those with allele
frequency data, or to those of a certain SNP function class, such as a coding or
non-synonomous SNP.

All SNPs are shown as coloured points. Each point correspond to a specific
kind of mutation (missense, sense and non-sense). Moreover, there is the triplet
in the reference and the changed triplet in the observed cultivar. There is, at the
end, the information on the amino acid. The picture below is a screenshot of the
browser (4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Vitis vinifera genome browser. SNPs of Merlot and Prosecco are
shown as coloured points on the lower part of the picture. A better explanation of
the mutation can be reached going on the point.

4.8 Identification of Structural Variants

Structural variants (SVs) consist of copy number variants (CNVs) and other re-
arrangements, as inversions, which do not involve a change in copy number. In
plants, the majority of CNVs occurs as neutral polymorphisms, because of poly-
ploidy (multiple sets of genes) brings an evolutionary advantage. Instead in animals
variations in gene copy number often have negative consequences especially in some
birth defects [63]. Array genomic hybridization is the traditional technique used
to detect CNVs, but this technology does not detect SVs as inversions (variations
which do not concern a variation in number). The NGS can identify structural
variations, providing a better resolution than array genomic hybridization and al-
lowing a easier genotype-phenotype correlation [64]. On the other side, short reads
produced by massively parallel sequencing platforms limit their ability to map small
indels (single base-pair level), because of the multi-occurrence of a short fragments
in the genome, which does not allow to be mapped uniquely. Mapping a read to
a unique location in the reference is necessary to recognize SVs and to count how
many reads confirm a variation. The use of mate pairs permits the identification of
genome rearrangements thanks to the simultaneously mapping of the two mates of
the couple. Deletions map at a higher distance than expected length of the insert
size, insertions map closer to each other, inversions have a wrong orientation from
the original pairs. Unique mate-pairs obtained for Merlot and Prosecco have been
used to map respectively 53,386 and 42,717 indels, that means about 1.1 indels
per kb for Merlot and 0.9 for Prosecco. As expected, short indels are more likely
to occur than long indels. Among these data in fact, the 18% of Merlot deletions
and the 29 % of Prosecco are considered large deletions. I considered a deletion
as large, if the variation falls beyond the established library standard deviation.
Within this group of variations, I found five large deletions which fall in the same
regions for the two considered cutivars. This event should be of a great interest
and will be source of investigation for future data analyses. Regarding insertions,
6,100 variations have been found for Merlot and 7,773 for Prosecco. More than 50%
of these SVs range between 1 to 300 bp in length. Confirming established library
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insert length, no insertion larger than 2 kb were found in both cultivars.
The distribution of indels along chromosomes is shown in figure 4.10. Statistics on
the mean and the median values of the ditributions indicates that the presence of
indels is equally distributed in all chromosomes.

Figure 4.10: Distribution of indels along chromosomes for Merlot and Prosecco.
Merlot mean = 0.011%; Merlot median = 0.010%. Prosecco mean = 0.009%;
Prosecco median = 0.008% .

I successively analyzed all mate pairs with both ends mapped, but with se-
quences on opposite strands (Unique pairs wrong d; where d stand for distance) to
investigate inversions. SOLiD mate-pairs library creates two tags in which both se-
quence reads are normally on the same strand. If an inversions in the donor genome
has been occurred, the tags will have a wrong orientation respect to the reference.
PASS pair looks for multiple mate pairs that show the same inverted orientation at
the same coordinates in the reference genome. I observed 595 inversions for Merlot
and 441 for Prosecco, with about 2 inversions per Mb for Merlot and 3 per Mb for
Prosecco. The distribution of inversions along chromosomes is shown in figure 4.11
and statistics on the mean and the median values of the distributions indicates that
the presence of inversions is equally distributed in all chromosomes.

Even if the physical coverage of the two libraries was thought to be higher
than the observed, the main problem with this data is given by the low coverage of
sequences.
Considering only reads that map uniquely to the reference, the physical coverage
of Merlot library, calculate as:

Phy.cov. =
(Linsert + 2 ∗ lread) ∗Np

genome size

where Linsert stands for average library length, lread is the read length (25 nt) and
Np is the number of unique aligned mate-pairs.
is of 50.6 X, while the Prosecco phy.cov. is of 144.9 X.
Whereas, the coverage of sequences is calculate as
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of inversion along chromosomes for Merlot and Pros-
ecco. Merlot mean = 0.0001%; Merlot median = 0.0001%. Prosecco mean =
9.2 ∗ 10−5%; Prosecco median = 8.3 ∗ 10−5%.

Seq.cov. =
(lread ∗ 2 ∗Np) + (lread ∗Ns)

genome size

where Np is the number of unique single aligned
and is of 1.49 X equivalents for Merlot and 3.54 for Prosecco. The trimming of reads
(see Methods) have produced reduced reads length, so that these coverage values
are not precise, but give me the possibility to have an idea of the x-fold genome
equivalents obtained through SOLiD sequencing. Physical coverage data will al-
lows a further investigation of large indels and inversions, as already described.
The finding of SVs in these two grapevine varietas, comparing to the Pinot noir,
confirms the dynamic nature of the plant genomes, revealing that transposable
element activity is an important source for genetic diversity.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

This work has pointed out that whole-genome re-sequencing with massively paral-
lel platforms is very suitable to become the workhorse of genetic studies, because
it allows a deep genome sequence coverage. These improvements in DNA sequen-
cing technological innovations have increased the power of finding single variations
(SNPs) and rearrangements (indels) along the entire genome sequence. However,
little information exists on how to design these studies and there is the real risk to
discard a lot of useful data.

The traditional Sanger approach [39] is doubtless very accurate in determining
the DNA sequence, producing long fragments (800-1000 bp), nevertheless it is rel-
atively expensive, time consuming and work intensive. In addition, the cloning of
templates into vectors involves a series of problems which lead to the deprivation
of some fragments in the library construction. As a matter of facts, by now it is
unlikely to perform a de novo or re-sequencing strategy of multiple related genomes
with this approach, because it requires a huge investment of large economical re-
sources and the advances in new sequencing strategies. On the other side, it should
be highlighted the importance of having a good reference genome sequence which is
essential for comparative studies other sequences identifying mutations, polymor-
phisms and structural variations between organisms. In this study a high quality
consensus sequence was obtained for grape with the Sanger method, ensuring a
reference to be investigated.

In the last five years, several ultra high-throughput DNA sequencing technolo-
gies have transformed genomics research introducing new sequencing approaches,
such as sequencing by ligation [44] and pyrosequencing [43]. Next generation
sequencing (NGS) allows researchers to obtain in a single experiment complete
genomes and, as a consequence, a large pool of possible nucleotide and structural
variants. Whole genome sequencing studies, finding SNPs markers, lead to new
sources of information which can be applied into breeding programmes and MAS
(Marker Assisted Selection). The high heterozygosis of V. vinifera makes it very
suitable for finding differences within cultivars.
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To perform a comparative analysis on grape genomes, two cultivars have been se-
lected for their specific characteristics: Merlot and Prosecco. The availability of
the samples, the different growth conditions and the sparseness of genomic infor-
mation on these varietas offered me the opportunity to investigate chromosomes
for the discovery of SNPs and structural variations. The SOLiD (NGS) platform
was applied in this study for the re-sequencing of V. vinifera genome. SOLiDTM

(Applied Biosystem, USA) uses a sequencing by ligation method and produces mil-
lions of DNA fragments in parallel (massive parallel sequencing). With this system
problematic procedures, such as cloning, are eliminated. Sequence lengths generally
range from 25-50 bp (short sequences) and this is sufficient for unique alignment
to a reference genome. Because millions of fragments are sequenced in parallel,
a fragment can be sequenced even if it exists in low abundance in the sample,
increasing sequencing depth and enabling identification of single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) with accuracy. The expected throughput of SOLiD platform
used (version 2) was of about 6 Gb per run and this values have been confirmed by
the sequencing of the two libraries. An average of seven times more data have been
produced using the SOLiD system within fifteen days, in comparison with weeks of
work using Sanger method. By now, these short SOLiD reads are not yet suitable
for a de novo sequencing study, even if manufactures are working on this aspect
to improve assembly efficiency with short reads. Even though, the availability of a
reference genome makes SOLiD platform very appropriate for re-sequencing. The
knowledge of Vitis vinifera genome brought this specie to be under further inves-
tigations in order to find difference among cultivars. A whole-genome sequencing
with these technologies is appropriate to find SNPs and structural variations in a
short time, producing an huge amount of data. In order to evaluate chromosomal
rearrangements and differences among genomes, I created a mate-pairs library for
each sample. The advantages of such a library reside in the possibility to look
for variations in the tags mapping against the reference genome. These differences
may correspond to structural variations. In addition, the reported results showed
how nucleotide diversity can be sampled by high-throughput sequencing of different
genotypes even if more accurate analyses need to be performed. This strategy is
useful for detecting variants in a large number of genes that are in agreement with
traditional sequencing projects. SNPs have been often seen as sources of deleterious
mutations, but it is becoming clear that variations and rearrangements can have
functional implications in gene integrity and function [32]. In this work, I have
delineate a landscape of potentially variations by considering insertion and deletion
events and inversion variants. This study provides guidance for future exploration
of genetic variation inVitis vinifera with ultra-high-throughput short-read sequen-
cing technologies, such as SOLiD, and confirm that accuracy is an important factor
that must be considered in determining the cost-effectiveness of the new sequencing
methods in re-sequencing approaches. In fact, it is necessary to perform further
developments, optimizing procedures as: the choice of the optimal starting DNA
material, the size of genomic DNA fragments and the reduction of errors and biases.

The analysis of sequencing data requires the alignment to a reference sequence.
The huge amount of information and shortness of the reads produced from NGS
systems, makes bioinformatics particularly challenging. By now, several algo-
rithms have been adapted or developed for short read alignment, including Newbler
[43](Roche), SHRiMP [52] and PASS [54], but they often are platform dependent.
In addition, variant discovery tools that use these alignment software are limited
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to a single platform. Very few tools are compatible with multiple data and aligner
types and bioinformatics is still an important bottleneck, requiring a great amount
of time. As a matter of fact, I spent the entire last year to collect, sort, filter
and interpret data This work have pointed out the possibility of obtaining useful
information from the SOLiD system. Even though these are preliminary results,
the study have underlined the potential of NGS approach to investigate multiple
genomes looking for similarity and/or appreciable differences to be moved between
cultivars.
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APPENDIX A

Plant culture

A.1 Merlot culture condition: spurred cordon

The vines have a short trunk, about 0.5m. A permanent branch, or ‘cordon’, is
trained along a wire on one side of the vine. The cordon, which is never pruned
away, bears a number of spurs (how many often depends on appellation laws) which
are subject to spur pruning (so called “spurred cordon”). The cordons may be one
(unilateral cordon) or two (bilateral cordon) in number. The bilateral cordon is the
most commonly encountered, but the unilateral method is becoming increasingly
popular as a relatively easy method of vine training. A significant advantage of
cordon training is its suitability to mechanical pruning, as the spurs are all at a
very similar height along the cordon.

A.2 Prosecco culture condition

In vitro micropropagation uses the ability of plant to regenerate (talea). In a sterile
chamber apical meristema of Prosecco with at least one leaf are cut and planted
in MS A.1 plates (100 ml). Plants raised in a growth chamber with a day/night
period of 16/8 h, air temperature of 24 - 26 !. Ten days later roots are visible.

A.2.1 MS- medium preparation

The MS- solution is prepared melting Murashinge-Skoog (MS)in distilled water
(Duchefa - Micropoli)A.2. Afterwards saccarosio is added to reach the optimal
(5.5) pH value. To obtain solid medium, 8g/l of plant agar are added. Finally,
plates are autoclaved 20 minutes at 121 ! and 103.5kPa. These are the essential
conditions to sterilize.

All information supplied by dr. C.Ruberti, lab Prof. Lo Schiavo, University of
Padua, Italy.
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Medium
Name

Medium
source

Sucrose pH

MS 1/2 MS 3% 5.5

Table A.1: MS modification.

Macronutrients (mg/l)

(CaCl2) 332.02
(KH2PO4) 170.00
(KNO3) 1,900
(MgSO4) 180.54

(NH4NO3) 1,650.00
((NH4)2PO4) -
((NH4)2SO4) -
Micronutrients (mg/l)
(CoCl2*6H2O) 0.025
(CuSO4*5H2O) 0.025
(FeNaEDTA) 36.70

(H3BO3) 6.20
(KI) 0.83

(MnSO4*H2O) 16.90
(Na2MoO4*2H2O) 0.25

(ZnSO4*7H2O) 8.60
Comuni additivi organici (mg/l)

biotin -
Folic acid -
Glicine 2.00

Myo-Inositol 100.00
Nicotinic Acid 0.50

Pyridoxine*HCl 0.50
Thiamine *HCl 0.10

Table A.2: Murashinge-Skoog (MS).
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APPENDIX B

Abbreviation

B.1 SI units

g g
L litre
min minute
mol mole
s second
 degrees Celsius

B.2 SI prefixes

n nano- (10−9)
µ micro- (10−6)
m milli- (10−3)
k kilo- (103)

B.3 Other abbreviations and terms

A adenine
aa amino acid
abs absolute
aCGH Array comparative genomic hybridization
ATP adenine triphosphate
BAC Bacterial Artificial Chromosome
bp base pair
C cytosine
cDNA complementary DNA
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CNV copy number variation
contig set of overlapping DNA segments derived from a single genetic source
CHCl3 chloroform
C3H8O Isopropyl alcohol
CH3CO2K Potassium Acetate
CRIBI Centro di Ricerca Interdipartimentale per le

Biotecnologie Innovative
cultivar cultivated variety
DEPC diethylpyrocarbonate
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
DTT dithiothreitol
donor the genome investigated
EDTA ethylene-diamine tetraacetic acid
EST expressed sequence tag
EtBr Ethidium bromide
EtOH Ethyl Alcohol
G guanine
Gb Giga bases
h hours
ht high throughput
IGGP International Grape Genome Program
indels insertions - deletions
kb kilo bases
KH2PO4 Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
L. Linneus
Log common logarithm
MAS marker assisted selection
Mb Mega bases
mRNA messenger RNA
NaAc Sodium acetate
NGS Next Generation Sequencing
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction
PEM Pair End Mapping
RNA ribonucleic acid
RT room temperature
SDS sodium dodecyl-sulphate
SNP single nucleotide polymorphism
SV structural variation
T thymine
UV ultraviolet light
WGS whole genome shotgun
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